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STEEP YOURSELF IN INUIT CULTURE THIS MONTH
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www.katingavik.com
A Three-day celebration of Inuit creativity in film, music and visual arts.
Performances, screenings, exhibitions and concerts by Inuit, artists, traditionbearers and their collaborators at venues across St.John s. Many events are free.
Performances

Pillorikput Inuit Oct 8, The Kirk | 7pm
Karrie Obed | Deantha Edmunds | Nain Brass Band
Inuit Rock

Oct 8, The Ship | 10pm
Twin Flames | IVA | Sun Dogs

Nunatsiavut Jam

Oct 9, Rocket Room | noon-2PM

Screenings

Sol Oct 9, LSPU Hall | 8pm
Inuit docs Oct 8-10, Suncor Energy Hall |

Demonstrations
Kakiniq: Inuit Tattooing
Traditional Inuit Games

with Dion Metcalfe

Oct 8, Rocket Room | noon

Exhibits
Arctic Impressions Oct 8 & 9, Rocket Room
Inuit Art & Craft Pop-up Sale
Sat OcT 8, Innovation Hall Atrium | 12:30pm-2:30pm
Sun Oct 9, Rocket Room | 10am-noon

throughout the day (8.30am - 6:00pm)

More than 400 Inuit tradition-bearers,
community leaders, researchers and
policy-makers gather to exchange
knowledge and share Inuit culture.

with Marjorie Tahbone

Oct 8, Rocket Room | 2pm

and much more...

H o s t e d b y t H e N u N at s i av u t G o v e r N m e N t
witH GeNerous support from

DIscussIons, rounDtables & workshops:
•
•
•
•
•

Inuit culture and language
northern housing and food security
self-determination & resource management
education
traditional culture in a digital world

O c t O b e r 8 f r O m 5 p m t O l At e
25 lOcAtIONS ArOu Nd dOwNtO wN St. JOh N ’S

keynote speakers
• Natan Obed (Nunatsiavut), President of Inuit Tapiriit
kanatami
• Tanya Tagaq (Nunavut), Performance Artist
• Joar Nango (Samiland), Architect
• Natalia Radunovich (Chukotka), Linguist
• Maatalii Okalik (Nunavut), President of the National Inuit
youth council

www.mun.ca/isc2016
co-hosted by
the Nunatsiavut Government
and Memorial University

iNuit blanche is an all-Inuit art crawl through the
heart of downtown St. John’s, from sunset to
late-night. All eveNtS Are free.
Over 25 INuIt prOJectS
interactive ar t exhibits • live painting
drawing + sculpture • dance, video, performance
arctic food, virtual reality • Inuit games and more

www.iNuitblanche.com

with generous support from:
p r e S e N t e d b y t h e I N u I t A r t f O u N d At I O N
wIth geNerOuS SuppOrt frOm:
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MARY WALSH BRINGING
BACK HATCHING, MATCHING,
AND DISPATCHING FOR A
CHRISTMAS MOVIE
It’s true, Mary Walsh is resurrecting the
characters from 2006’s Gemini-winning
TV show, Hatching, Matching, and
Dispatching. It’ll be a Christmas movie that
reunites the characters of this immensely
beloved, if short lived CBC show, which
starred a pile of Newfoundland gold in Mary
Walsh, Shaun Majumder, Susan Kent, Mark
McKinney, Joel Thomas Hynes, Jonny Harris,
and others. Its cast of killer characters form
the Furey family, who look after the “cradle
to grave” services of its community, like
weddings, funerals, and ambulances, hence
the show’s title Hatching, Matching, and
Dispatching. Walsh thought a Christmas
movie would be the perfect story to bring
these dysfunctional folks back together. A
foster child (mirroring Jesus the Christmas
miracle child) comes into their lives. She says
it’ll be funny, but, heartwarming.

THE TWO NEW
CONSTRUCTION JOBS AT
ROPEWALK LANE ARE ...
Rumour has it the building being built near
Tim Horton’s in Ropewalk Lane will be a
Burger King. There has been a suspicious
delay in its assembly though, so something
may have gone wrong. As for the old
Dominion in Ropewalk Lane, it’s going to be a
No Frills grocery store.

Southeast Asia, as well as North and South
America, but his heart is in his East Indian
flavours.
Spice blends are essential to East Indian
cooking, with Bangladeshi cuisine relying
on garlic, fennel, ginger, coriander,
NJ’S KITCHEN, AND
cumin, turmeric, and chili,
ITS BUFFETS, NOW
NJ’s Kitchen
along with cardamom and
OPEN IN CHURCHILL
will be serving daily
cinnamon. NJ’s Kitchen will
SQUARE
buffets, focusing on
be serving daily buffets,
NJ’s Kitchen, an
East Indian, Arabian,
focusing on East Indian,
international halal buffet,
Hakka Chinese (or“Indian
Arabian, Hakka Chinese (or
is infusing some spice and
Chinese”), Thai, and
“Indian Chinese”), Thai, and
commerce into Churchill
Mexican dishes depending
Mexican dishes depending
Square. Bangladeshi chef
on the day of
on the day of the week.
and owner Jamil Hossain
the week.
Hossain’s desire to provide
says “N for Nipa, my wife,
an abundance of choice comes
and J for Jamil is myself.”
from his own struggles trying to
Nipa brings “the real Bangladeshi
eat halal in St. John’s, where only a few
recipes to introduce new flavour and
suppliers exist. Halal refers to foods that are
taste of gourmet Bangladeshi foods to
permissible for Muslims to eat or drink under
Newfoundland.” Hossain is bringing over
Islamic Shariah law.
a decade of culinary experience that spans
at least according to city councillor Danny
Breen, nightwork would be costlier. He also
says the people of St. John’s would complain
too much about noise at night.

All you
need.
Rain? Mud? Dress up?
Dress down? Blundstone
boots take it all in stride.
Try all-season, all-terrain,
all-world Blundstone
boots. Laces?
Who needs
’em?

CITY REVEALS THE MYSTERY
OF WHY THEY DON’T DO
ROADWORK OVERNIGHT
LIKE MOST CITIES
St. John’s, city of potholes and constant water
main work, feels forever under construction,
leaving many people to wonder why we
don’t do what most cities do, or what the
province does on highways: leave roadwork
construction to the overnight shift so as
to not cause traffic jams during the days
(when drivers are actually on the street).
This would naturally be more convenient and
safe for construction workers too, and you’d
think, it would be more cost-effective since
construction workers aren’t as burdened
by working around traffic. But it turns out,

#068
The Chisel Toe in Black.
Also available in Stout Brown,
Rustic Brown, Rustic Black, Crazy
Horse Brown, and Redwood.
$209.95

blundstone.ca
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BAY OF EXPLOITS WITH ED RICHE:
Show Biz & the Plucky Newfoundland
“To flick through Canadian Television in 2016 is to visit a strange,
unfamiliar country – a nation filled with strawberry blond horse
whisperers and turn-of-the-century detectives, a place where every
third person you meet is an exhaustingly plucky Newfoundlander with
something slightly naughty to tell you.” - From “Shop Talk” October 2016
edition of The Walrus

THE ENTHUSIAST!:

GETTING INVOLVED IN VOLUNTEERING, IN ST. JOHN’S

BY LAUREN POWER

It’s fall, so now that the
How ungrateful! Like it’s our fault the
Canadians are so wanting for it they
have to fly in a few Newfoundland pros
to pluck things up. Typical. Bring in the
Newfoundlanders to tell a few funny stories,
throw one of their kitchen parties, sing in
tune … but for heaven sake don’t let them
stay the night. God forbid one should sit
on the Supreme Court. Canada should be
thankful we export our pluckiest and spare
them our back-talking and congenitally
crooked. They get the well-tempered
Newfoundland dogs, we keep the crackies.
If we sent them our Energy Warehouse
Visionaries we could bankrupt the place.
The mainland love affair with Newfoundland
may be coming to an end. They will soon be
asking for their key back. We are not part of
the latest “diversity” equation. There is no
“Newfoundlander” box to tick on the forms.
We too easily assimilate.
“Regional Representation” is no longer a
thing and we are too small (and precipitously
getting smaller) a minority to be of much
interest to political aspirants. We have no
more political leverage now that all seven
of our Federal seats are on the Government
side than when Harper decided we shouldn’t
exist.
Resentment over our few weeks as a “have
Province” appears to have permanently
revoked our charitable status within the
confederation and the only reason for
having been allowed entry in the first place,
C. D. Howe’s covetousness of our natural
resources, is of little value with commodities
in the toilet.
Squeezed by our western neighbour we talk
too openly about Canada’s Quebec issue and
then piss off Quebec by reminding them that

they ARE Canada and we are their colony.
Yet our colonial complaint with Canada
is trivial when compared with that of its
indigenous population. That horror show is
intractable so will fully occupy the country
and its commissions for decades. Not
solving the problem is already an industry.
The comparatively simple solution to the
aggravation that is Newfoundland and
Labrador (and the Maritime provinces) is for
us to keep our mouths shut until cultural
extinction or until we are again called upon
to play the fool because some witless
Canuck runs out of things to say. It’s like Rex
Murphy working the CBC’s election desk.
I’ve never taken the time to try to
understand the Ford Nation so shouldn’t be
surprised when a fellow hack doesn’t get
Newfoundland and Labrador. But he should
have imagined that many sophisticated and
challenging shows of Newfoundland and
Labrador origin have been pitched to the
CBC over the years and the national public
broadcaster judged, probably accurately,
that their aging audience likes their
Newfoundlanders plucky, their Albertans
horsey and their Korean Grocers speaking
accented, halting English.
Successful show business is giving people
what they want and upon learning what that
is repeating it ad infinitum. I tried saying
so more elegantly in my novel “Easy To
Like” wherein a CBC executive proclaims
“Canadians Love Tiny Newfies!” Having
more sauce than pluck that book never sold
well. The Walrus (for which I’ve written)
is conservative, provincial Toronto trying
to pass for liberal, cosmopolitan during a
weekend in New York so can’t be arsed to
care. Hopefully they’ll find someone upalong
to don the jester’s motley once we’re gone.

patio has grown cold,
you might be looking for
something else to fill your
time, especially before the
Christmas rush starts and
you’re depressed until May.
Volunteering is the ultimate
in time-filler, because
there’s no upper
limit on how much
you can give.
Eastern Health
welcomes anybody over
the age of 14 who can
give at least three hours a
week, depending on the area in
which they are volunteering. eRecruit,
Eastern Health’s online recruiting web
page, shares the most current volunteer
opportunities. You can plonk your
application down there, electronically.
Even if hospitals aren’t your thing, the
opportunities at Eastern Health are crazy
diverse. You could assist the beauticians,
the therapeutic recreation staff, or the
fundraisers. You could be in charge of
the library cart, or provide music and
entertainment. The Bliss Murphy Cancer
Clinic needs volunteers to visit with
patients and their families, as well as help
drive people to and from appointments.
Involvement in the Therapy Dog program is
doubly-rewarding.
Speaking of puppos, the SPCA St. John’s
needs people, regardless of skill set, to
help out with dogs and cats at their shelter,

as well as foster homes. You need to be 16
years of age and over for most volunteer
roles, and be available for at least a sixmonth commitment.
A volunteer opportunity you may not be
aware of is Rogers TV (rogerstv.com/
volunteer), where hundreds of Canadians
serve their communities by informing
and entertaining, while getting hands-on
training in many aspects of television
production. Positions in studio and in the
field, as well as in front of and behind the
camera, are often filled by volunteers.
City of St. John’s (709576-8628, volunteer@
stjohns.ca) keeps postings
of current volunteer
opportunities. There are a
few minor hoops to jump
through (online volunteer
application package,
RNC Code of Conduct, and
Vulnerable Sector Check) but
that’s a small price to pay to give the gift
that keeps on giving.
At Memorial, the Student Volunteer Bureau
(svb@mun.ca) is a resource centre and
referral service for students interested
in getting involved with volunteer work.
Though they specialize in on-campus
volunteer positions, they’ve got offcampus listings, too. “While we have a
mandate to serve students, and they are
our primary audience, the SVB acts as
a hub for volunteerism in the St. John’s
area,” says Student Volunteer Bureau
Coordinator Meagan Campbell.
“Our volunteer listings are curated for
students, but they’re available on our
website for anyone to access. We currently
have over 90 organizations listed, and
most of them are opportunities that nonstudents can get involved with.”
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Next Gen NL: There’s More Money in the Sea Than Fish
Memorial University’s Genesis Centre is a business incubator that helps accelerate the launch of impressive new local businesses; local businesses that
contribute much to the economic diversification and future of NL. It was announced recently that both the Federal and Provincial government committed
to another hefty round of 7-digit investment to the Genesis Centre. Below are but two local, Genesis-assisted businesses helping to lead our province into
the future.
GREY ISLAND ENERGY’S
“SEAWEED” EXTRACTS CLEAN
ENERGY FROM OCEAN WAVEs
You’ve heard of clean energy from wind, the
sun, waterfalls, and so on, but what about
harnessing the vast power of the ocean that
surrounds us? What about extracting energy
from every wave in the ocean? Well, that’s
what Grey Island Energy do. Surface waves
act as a natural storage of wind energy. Grey
Island’s “SeaWEED” technology removes and
transmits that energy.
Their proprietary ocean wave energy
system is called the SeaWEED™ (Sea Wave
Energy Extraction Device). “Ocean waves
are predictable, reliable, and 800 times
denser than wind. Yet this remains an
untapped resource. We have spent years
turning this [untapped resource] into an
environmental and economic opportunity.”
They are currently pioneering their
proprietary wave energy extraction device for
commercialization around the world.
Their SeaWEED technology is anchored
to the ocean floor, much like a ship, and
it “generates electricity by floating on the
surface of the ocean and riding over the
rising and falling motion of waves. As
the device rides over the crests and into
troughs of the waves, energy is captured and

transferred from the wave to hydraulic rams
located on the device. This energy is then
converted into clean renewable electricity
using onboard electrical generators and
transmitted to shore via industry standard
subsea electrical cables.”

the market today, and a comprehensive
video management system that replaced the
need for multiple, separate systems.
Our province’s economy might be in the

gutter right now, but it’s not because of a
lack of bright-minded, forward-thinking
entrepreneurs like Brian Lundrigan – Chief
Technical Officer of Grey Island Energy, or
SubC’s founder Chad Collett.

SUBC IMAGING HAS MADE A GAMECHANGING SPLASH IN SUBSEA
EXPLORATION
SubC creates “the most technologically
advanced video equipment for the offshore
and subsea markets.” Its products are used
in remote vehicle operations like deepsea mining, scientific marine research,
archaeology, and in offshore oil and gas
service work.
And they’re world-renowned for what they
do: the company has developed a client list
that spans 20 countries, including the United
States, Brazil, China, Italy, Australia, Saudi
Arabia, Italy, and Singapore, and SubC has
made game-changing alterations to the way
subsea imaging is conducted with ROVs.
Their logo says it all: “Harshest Condition,
Clearest Images.” They provide the clearest,
most reliable, highest definition subsea pics
and videos available, so operators can “get
the most out their expensive time at sea.”
They even produced the first 4K camera on

RKSHOP
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OctOber 24 • 1PM tO 4PM

OctOber 24 • 4PM

EmploymEnt law for arts
organizations & fEstivals

navigating
CorporatE sponsorships

Foundational knowledge in the areas of labour
standards and employment law. Facilitators:
Melissa Royle & Matthew Moulton (Benson Buffett).
Free for members / $30 general public. Supported
by the Law Foundation NL

Get the inside scoop on how to establish
strong corporate sponsorships.
Facilitators: Alex Collins (Statoil) & Aimee
Igloliorte (Nalcor). Free.

www.businessandartsnl.com/seminars

NOveMber 9 - 11
arts managEmEnt
intEnsivE
Facilitator: Camilla Holland
(University of Winnipeg)

NOveMber 21
artsnl grant
writing for
nonprofit arts
organizations
Facilitator: Ken Murphy
(ArtsNL)

A big thank you to our business community for contributing time and services in support of local arts.
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IS OUR FOODIE
FRENZIE JUST
A FLASH IN
THE PAN?
BY DAVE LANE

1. FOOD ACCESS: Ensures fair access
and availability of healthy, local, and
affordable food.

2.FOOD PRODUCTION: Involves the
growing, raising, catching, and gathering
of food, as well as processing of food into
market-ready and value added products.

2. FOOD INFRASTRUCTURE: Involves
the movement of food across the supply
chain to address transportation, distribution,
processing, and waste.

One of the most exciting
developments in our province the
past few years has been the surge
of an incredible “food culture.”

3.BUYING AND SELLING: Follows the

You can see it all over the place: new and
exciting boutique restaurants are popping
up; our farmer’s market is bursting at the

4. EATING AND CELEBRATION:

seams; and local chefs and foragers are
gaining international attention. It’s pretty
frickin’ awesome.

and enjoy food.

purchase of food from retail and wholesale
sources, such as markets, restaurants,
grocery stores, and institutions.

Values the impact on community, social, and
cultural health by coming together to prepare

Most of this has come from the ingenuity,
passion, and drive of individuals who are just
doing what they love. And I’d like to think
there’s something about our culture that
makes great food a natural part of who we
are.

As you can see, it’s not just “where you get
food” like a grocery store or a restaurant.
The food system includes our environment,
our farms and factories, our transportation
networks, and all of the people who work
at every stage of getting food from farm
to table to landfill (or sewage treatment
plant...), and so much more.

But while the passionate people and our
creative culture are important parts of a
thriving food industry, there are a lot of
pieces that have to connect to keep this good
thing going.

Today the St. John’s Food Policy Council has
a vision of “a local food system where people
and place flourish.” To achieve that vision,
we’ve identified several issues on which to
focus our efforts.

That’s where the St. John’s Food Policy
Council comes in. This relatively new group
(that I’m proud to be a part of as City Council
representative) brings together all parts
and players of our “food system.” These
players represent all of the activities of the
people and companies who grow, process,
distribute, acquire, consume, and dispose of
food.

For example, how can we support the local
production of food? We can recommend
policies that enable community gardens.
We can find ways to streamline permit and
inspection processes for restaurants. And we
can encourage zoning for agricultural land
use.

That’s a lot of stuff to wrap our heads around,
so we’ve spent the last year engaging
experts and the public to determine a clear
vision and set priorities for the Council.
Personally, the first question I had was “What
the heck’s a food system?” I’ve learned that
there are five main elements of a properly
functioning food system:

There are so many issues for us to explore:
Economic access to food (poverty and high
cost of food); food infrastructure (distribution
systems and food storage); and food
entrepreneurship, just to name a few. It’s
going to be a lot of work, but it’ll be fun (and
tasty!).
If you’d like to stay in the loop on the Food
Policy Council’s work, we have a mailing list.
Shoot me a note at dlane@stjohns.ca and I’ll
sign you up!

Local Lobsters Have
Something to Be Crabby About
BY CHAD PELLEY
Green crabs have earned
themselves the nickname
“cockroaches of the sea” in the
scientific community, and in
recent years – since hitching
a ride from Europe & Africa
to Atlantic Canada on ships –
they’ve been pains in the asses
of local lobsters and fishers,
and those of us who love
Atlantic Lobster.
The Green Crab is a small little thing
that hangs out in sheltered shorelines,
and has a pukey green colour awash in
the standard crab orange (hence their
name).
They’re aggressive predators for their
size, and gobble up clams, mussels,
oysters, smaller crabs, and other
crustaceans, and even small fish. In
other words, they eat the kind of stuff
our native species, like lobster and
snow crab, want to eat.
Like an uninvited party guest, they’re
theoretically capable of eating our
lobsters out of house and home,
and making a mess of their natural
environment. In addition to taking a
literal bite out of lobsters’ food supply,
green crabs can destroy the habitat
of shellfish like oysters, scallops, and
clams as they tear about like devilish
tornadoes.
To the ire of fisher people in Atlantic
Canada, green crabs can also
spread their parasites to other
shellfish, like lobster. One of these
parasites, Profilicollis botulus, actually
affects a lobster’s behaviour by making
them either dumb or brave enough to
be oblivious to predators, and therefore
more susceptible to predation.
Nicola Zargarpour, a graduate
student at MUN’s Marine institute,

recently received an RDC Ocean Industries
Student Research Award to investigate
the matter. Zargarpour confirms that
lobster fishers have noted reduced catch
rates in some invaded areas, but she says
mechanism by which this reduction could
occur is still unknown, “which makes it
challenging to implement responses within
the fishery.”
She says “there are concerns and anecdotal
accounts by fish harvesters, and one
hypothesis is that this decline could have
been exacerbated by the green crab invasion,
given the explosive rate that they are able to
establish.”
To quote DFO, “It is impossible to wipe out
green crabs once they are established in
an area.” They reproduce too quickly and
plentifully to get ‘em all. Females release
up to 185,000 eggs once or twice per year.
They’re actually one of the 10 most unwanted
species in the world, and they can expand
their range up to 100 kilometres in one year.
Zargarpour says the ultimate focus of her
research is to investigate whether green crab
directly impact lobster catch at the level of
the gear. “To do this we are using underwater
cameras attached to lobster traps to observe
interactions between green crab and lobster
in and around lobster traps as they soak in
the water.”
She’s currently in the process of analyzing
all the underwater video — nearly 200 hours
worth! “We hope to tease apart some of these
questions.”
Green crab first started showing up in
Canadian waters in the 1950s, around
southwest New Brunswick, and have been
expanding their presence throughout Atlantic
Canada ever since. They made their way to us
here in Newfoundland in 2007. They spread
best across the world by having their larvae
get in ballast water under boats. On account
of their long larval stage (50 to 80 days) they
can catch a lengthy lift in their pre-crab, larval
life form before emerging as crabs.
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Bucking the Stigma of
Buckmaster’s Circle
bordo

BY AMY STOODLEY

Krista Murrins grew up in a
neighbourhood with a strong
sense of community. There
were parks, afterschool
recreation groups, and
literacy programs aimed at
making her central-St. John’s
neighbourhood a happy and
healthy place to live.
As a young child, Murrins’ didn’t know a lot
about life outside “The Circle,” but people
believed they knew a lot about life inside
the small circumference of Buckmaster’s
Circle that housed close to 700 people –
many living in poverty. It wasn’t long before
Murrins learned that her home hood was
better known for violent assaults, drug
busts, and robberies than the things she, an
actual resident, knew it for.
Buckmaster’s Circle is one of the oldest
public housing communities in the province
and is known to be one of the poorest
neighbourhoods in the city. Its (often
unfounded) reputation of being a criminal
hub has created barriers for young people
like Murrins who grew up in the circle.
Murrins says she felt ashamed to live
in Buckmaster’s Circle, because of its
reputation, and she worried it would hold
her back in life. “I didn’t want to tell anyone
where I lived. I would just tell them I lived
next to St. Clare’s Hospital. When applying
for jobs when I was younger, I would use
my aunt’s address because I didn’t want
anyone to know.”
Murrins says she was determined to break
out of the circle but, overcoming the stigma
associated with her neighbourhood wasn’t

easy. “I have learned that if you want to
have success and happiness in your life,
you have to rise above your own feelings
of inadequacy and strive to do your best at
all times.” With the help of the Fry Family
Foundation scholarship, she was able to
earn a college diploma, get a job and get
out of public housing.
The Fry Family Foundation scholarship
helps kids touched by poverty get an
education. It’s donated more than $370,000
for young people who live in Buckmaster’s
Circle, Rabbittown, Froude Ave, MacMorran
and Virginia Park. Murrins says she was
determined to go to school with or without
help but, she says this scholarship took
away some of the financial pressure.
Murrins says the scholarship means
a lot for other young people in her
neighbourhood who may not qualify for
loans or be able to take on the financial
burden of post-secondary education. This
year, the scholarship will help sixteen young
people from such neighbourhoods get an
education.
Today, Buckmaster’s circle is a different
place than it was a few decades ago. Crime
rates are down and there’s a great sense of
pride in the community but, the reputation
lingers. “Not everyone who lives there are
bad people,” Murrins said. “Some people
are there because they need the help, may
it be for medical reasons or how they grew
up, some of the new families that are living
there now are from other countries and
trying to get up on their feet.”
Murrins says growing up, it was important
for her to get out of Buckmaster’s Circle
but, she doesn’t forget where she comes
from and it’s a big part of who she is today.
Because of the vibrant and supportive
community, she was able to create a better
life for herself.

The FALON boot
WATERPROOF leather
Suapel lining of soft brushed ﬂannel
Made in Portugal
cognac
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Mon-Sat 10am-6pm
Sun 12pm-5pm
722-6004

TWISTED SISTERS boutik
179 Water Street

twistedsistersboutik.blogspot.ca
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And Then There were 5:

Western Newfoundland Brewing Company
BY CHAD PELLEY

Newfoundland’s 5th local and
independent microbrewery
is so small it’s fine: Western
Newfoundland Brewing
Co. self-describes not as
a microbrewery, but even
smaller: a nanobrewery. It’s
located in Pasadena, making
them the first company to
give craft beer a go on the
western half of the island
since Atlantic Brewing gave
it a go in the late 1960s.
The brewery is the brain child of Jennifer
Galliott and a father and son duo in Jim
and Norman MacDonald. Jennifer is a fifth
generation local of Woody Point, always
looking for another excuse to stay in the
beautiful area, Jim arrived in Gros Morne on
a week-long camping trip five years ago and
never left, and Norm “hails from the pollenladen forests of Eastern Ontario and likes
being able to breathe during allergy season.”
Jim met Jenn in 2011, on that camping trip
he’s still never returned from, because Jenn
runs Galliott Studios in Woody Point: it’s the
most stunning little cafe, pub, and craft shop

with patio seating that happens to be a wharf
in the heart of beautiful Bonne Bay.
Norm had the idea of starting a
microbrewery in his head in the mid-1980s;
Jenn has always believed a town’s food and
drink havens build the kind of food culture
that boosts tourism appeal and economic
opportunity for a region of the province.
Their brewery’s wheels started turning the
day Norm asked if he could try a local brew
on tap at Galliott Studios. She said yes, so
long as “we all worked together towards a
common vision.”
The result was not a hurried effort. It was
two years of painstaking work to get the vats
a-brewing, and they received a hefty helping
hand from the government, who provided
a $74,364 loan to support their endeavour.
Part of the two years it took from conception
to execution was plotting solutions for their
2 resolutions: “The beer needed to be fullbodied, full-flavoured; The beer could never
sacrifice quality for the sake of expedient
production or cost saving measures.” And
they sound happy with the result.

Brunswick, and Prince Edward Island and
were lucky enough last year to take the
opportunity to tour a number of these
facilities and extensively pick the brains of
their operators. Each one of them is doing
something special.”
They say their “style and strategy” has been
especially influenced by Beau’s, just outside
of Ottawa. “They began with a defunct
textile factory, a lot of willpower, and some
eye-catching ceramic bottles. Ten years
later they’re one of the largest independent
brewers in the country and all of their
products are incredibly well-balanced and
refined.”
They also admire Toronto’s Steamwhistle,
“simply for their dedication to doing a
fantastic job on just one style of beer.
Steamwhistle also does an excellent job of
tying their product to the location in which
it is brewed. It is paramount that our beer
embodies something of the region, that
the consumer feels a tangible connection
between beverage and place.”
To start, Western Newfoundland Brewing is

“We have exceeded our expectations in
accomplishing these three goals. We pay
close attention to the characteristics of
each lot of grain, hops, and yeast that we
purchase. We know exactly the mineral
content of our water and how it needs to be
conditioned depending on style.”
Norm’s professional background is
as a chemical engineer, so he’s more
attuned than most to the purity of water.
“His experience has been exceptionally
advantageous to refining the quality of our
product. He understands how different sugar
chains, proteins, and acids will contribute
beneficially or deleteriously to the quality of
the beer.”
Before opening their own doors, they went
knocking on the doors of other brewers
in Atlantic Canada. “We have watched the
growth of craft beer in Nova Scotia, New

DETOUR COFFEE
BAKED GOODS
SANDWICHES
SALADS
PICNICS

1 DUCKWORTH STREET
722-9167 | coffee@batterycafe.ca

@thebatterycafe

The Battery Cafe

devoting itself to producing and mastering
two brews: Wild Cove Cream Ale (a smooth,
full-bodied brew with bready, herbal, and
spicy notes) and Killdevil Pale Ale (light in
colour, full in body, and generously hopped
to bring out tangy flavours of grapefruit and
pine).
“We’ve worked hard to develop ales that
people drink and say, ‘Wow, there’s a lot
more going on in this beer than I expected.’
We ensure that the experience from nose to
aftertaste is thoroughly enjoyable.”
This month is basically Day 1 in their
operations, but you can try their beers
at Galliott Studios in Woody Point, but
there’s plenty of interest in the area from
restaurants and pubs, so, keep an eye on
their website for a complete, growing listing
of where they can be found on tap.
“We very much hope to have the product
available province wide within a few years.”
They won’t be canning or bottling to start,
but have “set the gears in motion for how we
will get our beer into shelf-ready containers
and into the NLC.”
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Local Plonks
Affordable Wine Worth or Not
Worth Your Dime at the NLC BY L.P
Pinot Grigio has become fodder for the girls’-night-out
sketch. It’s generally taken to be an anodyne wine that
people can order without fear of being embarrassed they’ve
mispronounced it. And that is mostly true.
The NLC lists 100 wines, from all over, that purport to be
“Pinot Grigio” or a blend featuring that grape. They range
from the traditional expressions from the north of Italy (like
the Zenato reviewed below) to something called “Bodacious
Smooth White” from unlikely origins in New Brunswick.
The grape goes by several names including Grauburgunder,
Ruländer, Sivi Pinot and Szürkebaràt. The alternate name
you are most likely to see is Pinot Gris on a bottle of wine
coming from Alsace or a new world emulator of that style.
Depending on where it is grown and how it is made Pinot
Gris/Grigio yields wines in a variety of manifestations, from
the light and crisp to those heavier in texture and spice.

ZENATO’S PINOT GRIGIO
DELLE VENEZIE IGT ($16.65)
FIND IT IN THE ITALY SECTION

This one’s a bargain from the producer. This is what
most people imagine when they think “Pinot Grigio,”
lemon and lemon curd notes on a delicate frame. It’s
a good match for hors d’oeuvres or pan fried fish.
There are much more interesting Italian white wines
to be had for just a few dollars more, but if you insist
on drinking Pinot Grigio this is better than most in
the price range.

ZINCK PORTRAIT PINOT GRIS ALSACE
($24.55)
FIND IT IN THE FRANCE SECTION

This smells something like a baked apple dessert
fresh out of the oven but with fresh, crisp apple
notes too. Subtle floral, white pepper, and nutmeg
notes. Apricot too. Not unctuous, but creamy, with
good acidity to balance. Not a knockout but a good
introduction to the style. Good fit for wide range of
fare, from roast chicken, fish with sauce and even
Asian cuisine.
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Big News for Beer Nerds:
Fisher’s Loft and Port Rexton Brewery Partner up For Rare New Brew
BY CHAD PELLEY

Goses are big in Leipzig
(Germany) but are a pretty
uncommon style of beer in
the rest of the world, making
the fact we now have one on
the island super exciting. No
one else in Newfoundland is
making a gose, so Port Rexton
Brewery’s “Gardener Gose” is
the only way for most of us to
sample a style of beer so rare it
has gone extinct in the world
more than once.
Its enticingly unique nature was their goal.
“We really strive to offer styles and flavours

that are not brewed here, to offer variety and
continuously entice people to try new styles.”
“Gardener’s Gose” is a collaboration between
Port Rexton Brewery and the stunning
Fishers’ Loft Inn, in Port Rexton. The Inn is a
3-building facility whose 33 rooms, suites,
and executive conference centre are equal
parts Inn, restaurant, bar, art gallery and
professional retreat space for everything
from travelling yoga troupes to visual arts
instruction.
The restaurant at Fisher’s Loft is “local all the
way, from food sources to the people who
prepare and serve it.” The Fishers’ niece,
Laura Duchow, has a background working
in Montreal’s bustling restaurant scene, and
she’s really set the tone for the place.
“We’re all about freshly prepared food and
producing ingredients in our kitchen garden,
and sourcing food as much as possible
from the area.” And this is where Port
Rexton Brewery gets their coriander for
the Gardener Gose. It has “loads of fresh,
handpicked and hand-cracked coriander seed
from the gardens and greenhouse at Fishers’
Loft.”
Coriander is a big, defining component of
a gose. It’s basically a substitute for hops
as the beer’s spice (though some brewer’s
heavily hop their goses, others don’t). So,
when brewmaster Alicia found a solid line
on a supply of locally grown coriander, she
knew she wanted to introduce this relatively
rare style of beer to their patrons.
“We are really excited to do a collaboration
brew with Fishers’ Loft. Having their readily
available coriander just adds to the local
movement this province is becoming known
for!”
Gose is an ale named after the German town
of its origin, Goslar, or Germany’s Gose River,
and it belongs to the littler known family of
sour wheat beers. The distinguishing feature
of a gose is saltiness, not something your
tongue is accustomed to after a swig of beer,
and goses are also known for their tartness.

Another distinguishing feature is their use of
at least 50% wheat in the malt, alongside the
standard barley as its starch grain.
Both the salt and sour notes come from it
being fermented with not just yeast, like all
beers, but also some lactic bacteria. The
brewery embraced the fact we naturally
have high levels of sodium in our water.

“The Gose style typically has added salt, to
encourage the salty profile of the style. We
are attempting to replicate this style without
adding (too much) salt.”
Hot tip: It’s pronounced go-za or goes-uh,
and rhymes with Rosa. It is not pronounced
as “goes” or goss (as in rhymes with floss).
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Chaga: King of Mushrooms, King of Teas?
BY BADGE
Canada’s own Chinese-Superfood
can cure cancer. Or not. It depends
on whom you ask.
Chaga is a parasitic fungus that grows from
under the bark of birch trees. It looks like
a lump of sponge that has been coated in
charcoal.
Indigenous tribes in Russia and North
America have been using it to make curative
teas for hundreds of years.
It may-or-may-not be a holistic answer to
many modern ailments like depression,
cancer, diabetes, and types of coronary heart
disease.
The off-putting black colour of the fungus
is due to Melanin, the same pigment that
colours human skin, eyes, and hair, along
with squid ink. It is a crazy-powerful antioxidant.
The fungus’ extreme hardness comes
from its very dry matrix of Chitin – a
polysaccharide – that, unlucky for us, is
indigestible, and also contains most of the
medically useful compounds.
The fungus grows under the bark of birch
trees, which it enters through open wounds
or breaks in branches. There, it cultivates for
5 to 7 years before growing into a Sclerotia
(large fruiting mass of exposed mycelium)
on the tree’s surface. There, it sits like a
conk, slowly draining the life from the tree.
(Or helping said tree … the jury is still out on
the relationship.)
The problem with Chaga to a capitalist
pig like myself is its inability to be reliably
grown. The fungus can take decades to
reproduce. It can be grown on artificial
media, but it will lack the medicinal
properties that are unique to the birch bark,
from which it draws botulin and converts it
into the bio-available betulinic acid.
Because it cannot be commercially
produced, it cannot be standardized into
consumer products in a reliable manner.

Without standardization and ownership,
the reliability of products online can be
questionable. Buying bulk, raw chaga
puts the extraction process in the hands
of consumers, who may not have access
to pressure cookers or the knowledge to
create alcohol extracted tinctures which are
required to get the greatest benefits.

BY ELIZABETH WHITTEN

Since a fire last May, a

If you do get your hands on some, this is the

for the past few months,

1) Take about a softball-sized knob of Chaga
and wrap it in a cloth that you wish to see
mutilated.
2) Repeatedly smash it with a hammer, then
gingerly break up the smaller pieces to peasized pieces.
3) Once you have pulverized it, pour the
shards into the strongest blender you can
find. If your device ain’t heavy duty - skip it.
We no longer have a Magic Bullet because
of Chaga.
4) Bring 3500ml of distilled water to a boil.
Add 80 grams of Chaga to the pot.

long-time food staple of
downtown St. John’s has
been shut down. While
India Gate has been quiet
business is about to pick
up.
Earlier in September, Davinder Sood, the
owner, got permission to open up the
restaurant’s kitchen to start a take-out
business.
It will be open every day, taking orders
between 4-8pm and the menu is what
people are familiar with. “We can do 99
per cent of the menu. One per cent might
not be ready yet, which we’re hoping we’ll
do in a couple of weeks.”

The finished product is very, very dark and
smells like Cork.

Sood hasn’t been advertising this new
take-out venture yet, so business has
been slow starting up. In fact, India Gate’s
website makes no mention of it. “It’s
pretty quiet, we’re not putting too much
out,” at the moment, he says. After being
open for several weeks, there was only
a short Facebook post announcing it on
September 18.

A handful of websites tout a handful of
benefits to drinking the tea. Reduced insulin
sensitivity, weight-loss, anti-inflammatory
and anti-tumor benefits are just a shortlist
of the claimed benefits.

“It’s hard, restaurants aren’t an easy
business to be in,” which is why a take-out
business is so welcomed. “We need some
revenue coming in so we can keep going,
but it’s been great, no complaints.”

I strongly recommend giving it a try, but all
I can say conclusively is that I do not have
cancer to the best of my knowledge (knocks
on wood).

GETTING READY TO RE-OPEN ITS
DOORS

5) Reduce the temperature to a simmer and
come back in 4 hours.
6) Strain before serving - and enjoy.
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Out of the Ashes: India
Gate Offering Take out
for the Time Being

If you decide against buying chaga
online, you are in luck, because it grows
indiscriminately on birch trees all over the
island. However there are frig-all birch trees
on the Avalon, so everyone reading this is
out of luck.

method I use to brew Chaga Tea:

/ THE OVERCAST /

When the fire happened, Sood knew he’d

be starting up a take-out as soon as
possible. But it couldn’t be operated out
of India Gate’s kitchen immediately, so
in late June he leased a separate kitchen
for two hours a day to be the base of his
first take-out. It’s a sign of progress to
finally have the restaurant’s kitchen up and
running.
When walking onto the first floor of India
Gate, only a few familiar features remain.
Signs of construction are everywhere. The
fire took place on the second floor, but
water and smoke damage has meant the
main dining area had to be gutted.
Insulation from the walls had to be
removed. Electrical wires hang exposed
from the ceiling. Structurally speaking, the
building is fine, but cosmetic things are a
problem. “These accidents happen, they’re
out of our hands, nothing we can do. Just
hope for the best.” Sood says. “We’ll just
come back as quickly as possible to serve
our community.” He hopes to have the
restaurant up and running by December.
India Gate first opened back in 1991 and
Sood can remember that it took about
10 years before the restaurant gained
traction. It’s also been at the same
location on Duckworth during its 25-year
history. Luckily, the regular patrons have
been waiting for the Gate to open its doors
again. “Newfoundland has been very
loyal to us, they’re waiting. It’s a small
community, they all know each other and
they know my face and I know their faces.
They do like our food. They miss it,” he
chuckles.
“We rely on them. Newfoundland has been
great and very supportive to us. They’re
waiting. They want the food. They’re
waiting for us.”
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ANOTHER LOCAL CHEF WINS $10,000
ON CHOPPED CANADA
Several local chefs have
appeared on The Food Network’s
high-pressure cook-off
competition Chopped Canada, and a
few, like Mark McCrowe and Rogers
Andrews, have even won it. This
week, Oppidan’s Roary MacPherson
joined the ranks of local Chopped
Canada winners. (Oppidan is the
restaurant in The Sheraton Hotel.)
In an episode of Chopped, 4 chefs must
square off to make the best dish in 3
consecutive rounds – an appetizer,
and entree, and a desert. A panel of judges
kick out one competitor per round, based on
what they’ve cooked up. The food is judged
on presentation, taste, and creativity.
The trick is, seconds before starting each
round, they’re shown 3-5 ingredients they
HAVE TO use in their meal, and then they

must race against a clock to produce a dish
more dazzling than that of their opponents.
Each episode pits chefs from all across the
country against each other. Roary appeared
in season 3, episode 22 of the show this
weekend, but it wasn’t his first time on
the show. And that was the theme of this
episode: it featured 4 Canadian chefs who
were on the show before, but were kicked
out in the first round. Hence the episode title,
“Redemption -- Gone Too Soon.”
MacPherson says he was overwhelmed by
the speed of the competition during his first
appearance on the show, and didn’t take
enough time to concentrate and plan his
plates. This time around he took that time,
and also embraced his Newfoundland roots.
In the time between his last appearance
on the show and this one, MacPherson
was inducted into the Canadian Chefs
Federations’ honour society, and came back
a calmer cook who took out his competitors,
just as he calmly vowed he would in the
beginning of the episode.
You can watch the entire episode online,
at http://www.foodnetwork.ca/shows/
chopped-canada
All rounds were judged based on taste,
presentation, and creativity in how
contestants dealt with the mystery
ingredients they were forced to work
into their plates. In the appetizer
round, Roary had to use peanut butter chips,
plain kefir, anchovies, and pulled pork.
Not an easy start, and likely the biggest
challenge of the competition.
Yet Roary roared into the match with
what was by far the best appetizer. As
a Newfoundlander, he declared, “I know how
to make fish batter, I make it every day.” He
came up with a “Pulled Pork and Peanut
Butter Chip Fritter.” So what’d he do with the
anchovies? Threw them in a food processor
with herbs and arugula, green apples, and
olive oil, and tossed it atop the fritter.

Local Lunches
for Less than $10

BY FELICITY ROBERTS
& EMILY DEMING

GEORGETOWN CAFE AND BOOKSHELF, 73 HAYWARD Sandwich
and coffee ($5+tax). Inspired by the Sprout’s Bravocado, I chose cream cheese,
avocado, and (non-Sprout) chicken on toasted baguette from the listed options.
The cold cut could have used additional cuts. But the bread was tender, the cream
cheese generous, and the avocado ripe. Coffee was fresh but not strong.
Soup with Empanada ($6.95+tax), mocha ($2.75 + tax). The spinach soup
with the lemony-green essence of fresh mown grass in a small vintage pyrex mug
complimented the hearty crusted, warm chicken-and-cheese filled homemade
empanada. I love the option of “paying less and eating less” as balance to standard
high prices and huge plates. The espresso drinks here well out-pace the coffee
drinks.
Atmosphere: Stools at the huge window bring sun and showcase the clash of
cultures in Geogestown. The Cafe is “light” with natural lumens but also with no
deep, cozy, character to the seating. The real art on the walls, large bookshelf to
peruse/take/add to, and proximity to MUN and Holy Heart make you wonder how
the neighbourhood got along before they opened.

THE BATTERY CAFE, 1 DUCKWORTH ST.
Asiago chicken sandwich ($6.52+tax), coffee ($2.25+tax). Though boxed
in a cooler, not made to order, the sandwich had tons of white meat chicken the
consistency of pulled pork, melted asiago, tomato, lettuce and a hearty layer of
marinated mushrooms. The ranch style dressing was slathered on, but still this
sandwich is the bomb. The coffee, Detour, speaks for itself.
Day-old sandwich ($3.26+tax), cortado ($3.48+tax). The day-old roast beef
and brie was decent and I love a deal, though even fresh it wouldn’t have been
dreamy. The beef wasn’t rare enough and the surprise addition of hummus not
quite right. The “Cortado” (espresso with a drop of steamed milk) was flavourful
and strong, not a hint of sour.
Atmosphere: Close to coffeeshop perfect. Cozy, intimate, and bustling all at once.

RIVERHEAD COFFEE HOUSE, 687 WATER ST.
Coffee and a bagel with spread (2.50+tax). This deal is offered only on Fridays
and is up there with the Costco hotdog for best lunch-deal ever. The cheddar
Jalapeño bagel was very large and equivalent to a high-end grocery brand. Drip
coffee is the Island-local Trinity Coffee Co. The espresso is Illy. (subtext: coffees
trump espresso drinks here).
Atmosphere: A running shop. Literally. It shares space (and owners) with Biped
Sports. Even if you are a runner, the décor of the mini soccer field size room feels
sparse, but the back wall of neon sneakers provides colour. It’s an interesting
marriage but one that, in this case, just might work. Especially as a part of the
growing and eclectic small retail trend on the West end Water Street. I just hope
they use some of the vast space they have to set up a ping pong table.
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THE BULL HORN: YOUR RANTS,
CONFESSIONS, AND MISSED CONNECTIONS.
SHARE YOURS AT THEOVERCAST.CA/BULL-HORN

LIAR LIAR DEGREE ON FIRE“ I tell my parents and friends back at home that I’m working
in the Folklore Department at MUN, so they won’t think I’m another loser who got a senseless
arts degree. I work at Tim Horton’s, and one of my co-workers always has BO and spits when
he talks.” – Double Double Disappointed

FOR JESUS SAKE AMEN “Why does the fact I’m religious keep so many women away? I
don’t expect you to come to church with me on Sundays, and I am not judging you for smoking
or dancing — I am hammered on a dancefloor more than you, bumming smokes like mad.
I don’t get it. God is something I am into, like you’re into bad reality TV or gross microwave
dinners. I don’t judge what people are into, and frankly women don’t judge me for binge
drinking or sleeping around, or failing out of MUN, but, believing in GOD? OMG: Stay away from
this freak!” – God Freak

1ST TIME, WORST TIME “Whoa, Guys. I just had sex. Is it always this weird? It’s like being
fingered by a clumsy carrot that can’t keep pace or rhythm and needs constant manual reinsertion, and by the time you’re kind into it, he’s in a puddle beside you talking about how good
that was, and you don’t know whether to feel deprived & confused, or happy he enjoyed it so
much, given you just laid there without exerting yourself in any way.” – 3rd Baser for Lyfe

REALLY? “I love Newfoundland, but, some white folks need to grow up. In 2 years i heard
racist comments to my face in nearly every bar downtown, and yesterday night happened again.
It hurts and makes me want to run away from here.” – Black Male
OH JESUS, I’M RAISING HITLER “Guys. My 11 year old son just said he thinks Donald
Trump is a smart man. What have I done wrong, and will I truly be able to look at him in the
morning while he eats his cereal adoring our generation’s biggest political villain! I’m hoping
his mom put him up to the comment for a prank, but, she’s working the overnight so I can’t just
ask her and read her face!” – Deadbeat Dad
SMITTEN IN ST. JOHN’S “When you’re just becoming comfortable with the idea of living a
life with 37 cats and instead the most wonderful guy comes along and sweeps you off your feet
and makes everything comfortable and exciting all at the same time and makes life in this city
on this rock seem ok again. By’s, have I fallen in love?” – Shhh

SANDWICH PUN ARTIST “I work at Mr. Sub, and when people ask for mustard on their
sandwich, I write, ‘Who Cut the?’ on their meat with the mustard. Get it? Who cut the mustard?
Once, with mayo, I wrote, ‘May-o Dreams Come True.’ If you do it fast enough, and kind of nonlegibly, no one notices.” – Punzy
CHEAP ARM CANDY “I have been dating the best looking person in town. Trouble is, I
truthfully don’t like her much as a person. A little shallow, boring, dull conversation. But, I’m
not a looker, I’m a charmer, and I landed her, and it makes me feel pretty great to have
someone like this on my arm in front of colleagues, family, hell: strangers in a bar. Which, in

turn makes me shallow doesn’t it? So who’s worse? Me probably. It’s so cliche, looks really
don’t matter, just, loving someone does, you know? I threw away a gourmet girl for this cheap
piece of arm candy. Dammit.” – Shallow Sal

TEE HEE HEE “I giggle after I fart, even if I am alone.” – Toots McGee
YOU’RE GROSS OR I AM WEIRD
“I can’t enjoy myself at parties because virtually everyone’s house seems so filthy. I am starting
to think I am OCD. I no longer ask if I can leave my shoes on in people’s houses. I just do.
Otherwise I throw out the socks when I get home because they feel too filthy to put in the wash
with my other socks” – OC DC

WEIRD AS A PARENT “Being the parent of a kid makes me jealous of kids. Their
punishments — Go to your room and do nothing! — sound like exactly what I want to do. I
want to be grounded, as a reward, and not even be allowed to go out into the world and adult.
Know what I mean?” – Dad Guy

WHOA! FROM THE OTHER END “I am a woman, shocked, by how men are on dating
apps: clueless, crude, rude, or just generally too immature to be intriguing. So I decided to
create a fake account as a MAN, and talk to women, just to see the difference, in how women
talk to men on dating websites (I was getting worried there was something wrong with me, not
men, like, I am old and don’t fit in with the modern dating scene.) It’s astounding. Dear women
of St. John’s: you are beautiful, smart, considerate, funny, interesting, interesED catches. You
deserve someone so good, all of you! Sorry I wasted your time pretending to be a guy, but,
thanks so much for restoring my faith in humanity!” – S. D

CAN’T EVEN HELP IT “As of last night, I’m officially cheating on the person I am cheating
on my partner with.” – P. Layer
HI “I saw you give me a little smile after your shift. Thanks!” – obd
GARBAGE SKEETS! “Like, seriously, I am the only one on my street who puts out recycling,
how friggen hard is it to rinse a bit of plastic? We’re such a gross province when it comes to
lanfdill waste and litter. It’s free to recycle, guys, and you have to pitch in!!!” – Blue Bagger
SUCH AN … “You’re such an asshole. Such a beautiful, funny asshole. You’re such a prick.
Such a talented, unforgettable prick. You’re so cold. Such a cold, alluring force. What am I
supposed to do with that?” – N

YOU SHOULD HAVE TOLD ME “You should have told me you liked me a ton in high
school. Your old friend told me last night, that you were obsessed, and kept a pen I gave you
once as a ‘treasure.’ Pete: I spent most of French class staring at you out of the corner of my
eye! Married now, happily, hope you can say the same, wink wink.” – Apple of Pete’s Eye
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SPORTING LINT WITH SINCERELY
SYMPATHETIC IAIN MCCURDY
“I think I c him”

BY EVA CROCKER

these arseholes goin’ around, takin’ our
It’s ‘ard out here to see ‘im,
friggin money, pardon the language but I’m
thought he was gone, wouldn’t
mad ‘cause t’ere up t’ere on t’e Hill taking
be looking after someone
our friggin money and doing whatever t’ey
like me, eh b’y, got bigger
wants wit it. Muskrat Falls me f’riggin arse.
concerns I reckons. What’d I
‘Ere I am worked ‘ard, no ot’er choice and
t’ey just take more and more from us who
ever do? ‘ad to work ‘ard, no
works, and t’ey gives it to t’ere friends eh
other option. You work ‘ard
b’y. Takin’ money from t’e poor and givin’ it
for long enough, you reckon
to t’e rich, is all t’em arseholes are up
it’ll pay off, eh b’y. You
to.
This
reckon it’ll amount to
is a
somethin’. Tried to ‘ave
An ‘ere I is wit’ not’ing, can’t work
fictional
article
‘cause I worked too ‘ard, an’ t’ere
a fam’ly, raise a fam’ly.
jus’ gonna take what t’ey should be
Ain’t easy when you got
usin’ to ‘elp us ‘urt from workin’, an’ t’ere
to work ‘ard, but s’it b’y
gonna give it to some ot’er arsehole who
eh b’y. Made a go of it best I
ain’t worked a day in ‘is friggin life, excuse
could. But it got so that ‘e was
t’e language.
some ‘ard to see.
Worked ‘ard all me life and then I gets
twisted up and you’d t’ink they’d look after
you, eh b’y, after all t’em years, you’d t’ink
they’d take care of their own. But I got
twisted up and then t’at’s it, they don’t care
no more. T’at on top of that the wife’s gone
now. Just me out ‘ere now. Daughter comes
by, b’y she’s some sweet. Might ‘ave the odd
moment of t’inking it ain’t wort’ it but for t’at
she’s some sweet, eh b’y.
But jaysus is it ever ‘ard to see ‘im out ‘ere.
Worked ‘ard me whole life an’ t’en I sees

28 Years Later: We Still
Need an Organization For
Women Scientists and
Engineers in NL

Oh ‘old on jus’ a second. Is t’at ‘im over t’ere.
T’at light, is t’at ‘im? I t’inks I sees ‘im. On
Easter no less. Is t’at ‘im getting’ retribution
from all t’em arseholes who’s been takin’
our ‘ard-earned money an’ givin’ to t’ere
arsehole friends? ‘e must got some plan,
t’is can’t just be t’e way it is, work your ‘ole
life only to be left to rot t’e second you’re
no good to ‘em. I t’ink I sees ‘im comin’ ’ere
now. ‘e’s gonna make it okay, eh b’y.
‘ang on now, t’at ain’t no divine light t’ere,
it’s a big ol’ rig in t’e driveway. Jaysus an e’s
got a badge. Coppers are on to me. Gonna
‘ave to let you go. Not enough t’at I can’t
work, wife’s gone, not’ing to show for it,
‘ere comin’ after me now. Jaysus. Better
let you go and see what ‘e wants. Yes sure
b’y I’ll be fine. ‘e’s got anot’er t’ing coming
if ‘e t’inks ‘e’s comin’ in ‘ere. Gonna give
‘im a piece of my mind. What d’ya mean?
It’s a free friggin country, supposed to be
anyways, I can speak me friggin’ mind if I
feels like it. Maybe ‘e’s comin’ ‘cause t’ey’re
goin’ after t’em friggin’ crooks up at workers
no compensation. Maybe t’ey needs a
statement. Maybe ‘e’s ‘ere to make it right.
You never knows wit t’em.

Mona El-Tahan moved to
Newfoundland from Cairo to
do a Masters Degree in Ocean
Engineering at Memorial University
in the eighties. When she graduated
and began working at Lavalin-Fenco
Newfoundland Ltd, she was struck
by how few of the engineers working
alongside her were women.
In 1988, the same year that abortion
was decriminalized in Canada, the CBC
Morning show asked to interview ElTahan about her research on icebergs.
El-Tahan seized the opportunity to call
the first meeting of Women in Science and
Engineering Newfoundland and Labrador
(WISE NL), on air.
One year later twelve women would be
murdered for studying engineering in the
École Polytechnique Massacre
in Montreal.
While there are now more women in
science and engineering in Newfoundland
and Labrador than there were in the late
eighties, statistics show that these fields
are still heavily dominated by men. Not
only do more men pursue undergraduate
degrees in science and engineering, men
are more likely to go on to do PhDs and be
employed in those fields.
Today WISE NL is a very active, non-profit
organization. It continues to respond to
the underrepresentation of women in
science and engineering in our province
by raising awareness about the invaluable
contributions women scientists and
engineers are making in their fields and
by offering a wide array of programs that
encourage women to pursue degrees and
careers in those areas.
“Something that WISE NL does really well
is provide networking opportunities for
women from a diverse range of fields,
in different stages of their careers,”
said Carly Bigelow, WISE NL’s
Program Coordinator.

In addition to creating networking
opportunities for women already
studying or working in science,
technology, engineering, and mathematics
(STEM), WISE NL also offers programs
that inspire young women to study
STEM when they begin university. Their
Student Summer Employment Program
sets students up with an eight-week
work placement. The program gives
girls first hand experience working in
the field of science or engineering.
Bigelow explained that during the final
week of the program girls from all over
the province with an interest in science
or engineering make friendships. Those
friendships often develop into life-long
support systems as they pursue
careers in those fields.
“The program prepares students for
university by giving them opportunities
for personal and professional
development. Having that experience
gives them the confidence of knowing they
can go into these fields and they
can succeed in them.”
In the summer of 2015, Mackenzie
Grace, a high school student at Stella
Maris Academy in Trepassey,
participated in WISE NL’s Student
Summer Employment Program as a
Behavioural Neuroscience Research
Assistant. The program gave her hands
on experience working in a lab at
Memorial University, alongside women
undergraduate and graduate students.
Since completing the program,
Grace has been named a 2016 recipient
of the Schulich Leader Scholarships,
receiving the award valued at 60,000$.
The annual scholarship program
encourages Canadian high school
graduates to embrace STEM disciplines
in their future careers.
WISE NL’s mentorship program
galvanized Grace’s love of science
and inspired her to use her scholarship
to study biochemistry at Memorial
University. Grace is one example of
how important WISE NL’s programming
is for the diversification of science
and engineering in our province.
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FAIRY-TALES: Berry

Picking and the Fairy
Lore Connection
BY KAYLA NOSEWORTHY

It’s that time again. Berry pickers
across the island are heading
to the woods and marshes to
harvest those tiny buds of
flavour. You might battle with
a few stouts, get half eaten by
black flies, or if you happen to go
a little too far, you might just get
taken away by the fairies.
Most are not aware of the province’s fairy
folklore. We’ve all heard a ghost story or
two, but to most, stories of “the good folk”
are seldom heard, especially amongst the
younger generations. But our province has
a past that was rich in fairy lore, particularly
on the predominantly Irish settled Avalon
peninsula.
Stories and beliefs from the homeland
followed our ancestors to this rugged
island, and there have been numerous
self-proclaimed accounts of the Fae and
their interactions with family members and
friends of the community.
Most stories involving fairies have been
collected through interviews throughout
the 20th century. Barbara Reiti, folklore
PhD and former professor at MUN, is the
author of Strange Terrain: The fairy world
in Newfoundland. Reiti gathered numerous
accounts of Newfoundlanders experiencing
encounters with fairies, from tales of horses’
manes being braided nightly, to fairies
dancing in a circle and luring travellers
through the forest with sweet music.
Conception Bay seems to be a major
hotspot, as well as several communities

around the Avalon like Avondale, Ferryland,
and Witless Bay. They’ve been described as
everything from small children sporting red
capes, to glowing balls of light.
One of the most abundant settings for tales
of the little people is from berry picking
adventures. Years ago, berry picking was not
only a staple of culture, it was a business to
help keep families alive through the winter
months.
Stories have told of people being led astray
and wandering for days. And if the wind
suddenly picked up on an otherwise nice
afternoon, it was said to be a “fairy squall.”
It’s said that a certain path in Torbay was
cut through the woods by lightening, after
someone had angered the fairies.
Others have experienced a “fairy blast” if they
ticked them off. This is described as a painful
hit, causing a wound that eventually exuded
strange objects like balls of wool, sticks, and
fish bones. Though there are several of these
negative accounts, fairies were generally
respected and avoided. Only certain times
of the year were they known for excessive
trickery, especially around solstices and the
changing of the season.
The best way for one to avoid being taken or
tricked, is said to turn your pockets inside
out to confuse them. Another tip is to carry
bread along with you. Bread was seen as a
religious symbol and sent fairies “running”
for the hills.
So when you know someone is going berry
picking, make sure you tell them to take
these precautions. Just because we don’t
see them, doesn’t mean they’re not around
just waiting for nan to come with her salt
beef buckets in over the marsh.

DEEPEN YOUR MOKSHA
POSTURE TIP WORKSHOP

Jil

with

SATURDAY. OCT. 22 // 4PM - 5:30PM
EXPLORE DETAILED BREAKDOWN OF MOKSHA POSTURES

25$ DROP-IN FREE FOR INTRO MONTH PASS HOLDERS 10 % FOR VIP MEMBERS
OFF

INTRO
MONTH
$
30 DAYS OF UNLIMITED CLASSES
START ANYTIME

ST. JOHN’S
223-233 DUCKWORTH STREET | 709.753.0206 | Follow Us On
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STEEP YOURSELF IN INUIT CULTURE THIS MONTH
While accepting applications for
speakers at this year’s biennial
Inuit Studies Conference,
Memorial University and the
Nunatsiavut Government were
so overwhelmed by the volume
and range of applicants, that
they created a pair of festivals,
an art exhibition at The Rooms,
and more, to run concurrently
alongside the conference.
There were proposals for music and art
performances, films, food demonstrations,
tattoo artists, and much more. When faced
with the dilemma of how to fit these aspects
of Inuit culture into an academic conference,
they turned their problem into a proper
4-day immersion in all things Inuit, making
sure every minute of it would be open and
accessible to the public.
Step one was creating the Katingavik Inuit
Arts Festival to ensure these 4 days were
not just all about “papers and posters
and traditional academia” but the “living,
breathing aspects of Inuit culture” too.
Katingavik means “a gathering place for
ceremonies,” and the broad nature of the
term is very fitting. This 4-day festival has
everything from concerts to traditional
games. The idea is to celebrate and learn
from Inuit culture, and create connections
between Inuit artists, arts organizations,
and the St. John’s public. Katingavik’s sister
festival, iNuit Blanche, will be a city-wide
takeover of Inuit culture in the form of a
crawl – participants will visit 25 stations in
different locations , experiencing everything
from Northern food to literary readings.
The event hopes to forge connections
between organizations in the provincial
capital of St. John’s with Labrador Inuit
artists living in remote communities, who
have relatively limited opportunities
to network.

SELECT WORKSHOPS, FROM INUIT
TATTOOING TO INUIT GAMES
Whether you’re a cultural buff or a tattoo
fanatic, Marjorie Thabone’s event, Kakiñiq:
Revitalizing Inuit Tattooing on Oct.8th
(2-4 at the Rocket Room) is of interest. Her
workshop will focus on Inuit tattooing in
Alaska and the ongoing effort to revitalize
this tradition. Marjorie will share stories
about Inuit tattooing and its common
symbols, and she’ll give a live demonstration
of two techniques: “skin-stitching” and “hand
poking.” She’ll be offering temporary tattoos
to participants who would like one. 
From 12-2 on Oct. 8th, at the Rocket
Room, “United Way Community Builder”
Dion Metcalfe will demonstrate, teach,
and play Traditional Inuit Games with
participants. Games include everything from
leg wrestling to things as intriguingly named
as “seal hops, walrus walks, and raven
races.” The games are said to be fun and
engaging for all age groups. “Being nomadic,
and living in such a harsh environment, the
Inuit developed games that were fun and
also engaged every muscle in the body, to
develop stamina, flexibility, agility, and skills
that helped with hunting and survival.” Come
in comfy clothes and expect to leave spent &
sweaty.

SAMPLES OF SOME ENLIGHTENING
FILMS TO SCREEN ...
The festival will screen a variety of films
including People of a Feather (Oct. 8th 4:306:30 at MUN’s Suncor Energy Hall). The film
features seven years of footage from the
Canadian arctic, and explores the unique
relationship between the Inuit and the eider
duck, and the modern challenges they both
face on account of the massive hydroelectric
dams powering New York and eastern North
America.”
Lament for the Land, screening at 9:30am
at MUN’s Suncor Energy Hall, is told through
the voices of 24 people from Nunatsiavut,
and weaves together the voices and wisdom

of Labrador Inuit with stunning visual
scenery, to tell a powerful story of change,
loss, and hope in the context of rapid climate
change in the North. The film brings attention
to some of the most pressing climatic and
environmental issues of our time.
Trapped in a Human Zoo will screen on
Oct. 9th at 4pm at MUN’s Suncor Energy
Hall. It tells the story of eight Labrador Inuit
who travelled to Europe in 1880, lured by
promises of adventures and wealth, only
to be trapped in the world of human zoos.
These men, women, and children were
exhibited like animals. The screening will be
followed by a discussion.
Sol, playing Oct. 9th at 7pm at MUN’s Suncor
Energy Hall, is a feature documentary that
explores the mysterious death of a young
Inuk man, Solomon Tapatia Uyarasuk, who
was found dead in an RCMP detachment in a
remote Inuit community. As the documentary
investigates Solomon’s death, it sheds light

on the underlying social issues
of Canada’s North. 

SELECT MUSICAL CONCERTS
& WORKSHOPS
On Oct. 9th, from 2-4 at the Rocket Room,
the Sila Singers will give a Throat Singing
Workshop, wherein they’ll explain what
throat singing is, demonstrate it, talk about
why they chose to practice it, and teach
the crowd how it’s a community building
tradition.
Oct. 8th, 10pm at The Ship, you can catch an
Inuit Rock Show, featuring Twin Flames,
IVA, and SunDogs, and on Oct. 9th from 12-2
there’ll be a Nunatsiavut Jam at Rocket
Room.
One huge draw of the week is a concert from
Juno & Polaris Music Prize winner Tanya
Tagaq at The Arts & Culture Centre. See
page 23 of this issue for an article on her.
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Tagaq is an improvisational performer, avantgarde composer, and experimental recording
artist whose sound challenges static ideas of
genre and culture, and contends with themes
of environmentalism, human rights, and
post-colonial issues. The concert is October
10th.

DO NOT MISS THIS:
INUIT BLANCHE (OCT. 8TH)
iNuit Blanche is a clever pun-spin on the
“Nuit Blanche” style of festival that takes over
a city for a night of arts & culture. During a
nuit blanche, a city’s museums, art galleries,
and other cultural institutions are open free
of charge, and the city itself becomes a de
facto art gallery, providing space for art
installations and performances, including
music, film, dance, performance art, themed
social gatherings, and other activities,
including food stations related to a theme.
iNuit Blanche will be the world’s first
circumpolar, all-night crawl festival of Inuit
arts & culture. It’ll be an Inuit art crawl
through the heart of downtown, beginning
at sunset and running late into the night. All
in all there will be over 25 free Inuit-themed
events happening across downtown, from
poetry readings and dance, to Inuit game and
virtual reality demos.
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uphold the idea that Inuit country food is
meant to be shared by all, for the good of all.
Community freezers, stocked by local hunters
and fishers are freely accessible, ensuring
that Inuit elders and others have healthy food
to eat. In this two-person show at Eastern
Edge Gallery, photographer Barry Pottle and
chef Justin Igloliorte bring the photographic
and culinary arts together. Igloliorte will
prepare smoked char, paired with a distinctly
Labradorian cocktail.
iNuit Blanche was designed to “take the
arts from behind the velvet rope and place
them firmly in the public space.” To give you
incentive to take in all 25 stations on the
crawl, there’ll be a bingo card to punch at
each station you visit. You punch it with a
button given out at each station. The night
ends with a party at The Ship Pub – those
with the most buttons will be eligible for the
door prize.

SAKKIJÂJUK: ART AND CRAFT OF
NUNATSIAVUT (OCT. 7TH)

The official opening of SakKijâjuk: Art and
Craft of Nunatsiavut at The Rooms, will
double as the opening reception for the Inuit
Studies Conference. SakKijâjuk is a Labrador
Inuit term meaning “to be visible” – the exhibit
highlights the little known craft and artworks
produced in Nunatsiavut (the Inuit region
of Labrador) over half a century of exciting,
diverse production.

As an example, at one station, visual artist
Heather Campbell will invite the public
to splash paint onto a large canvas. She
will spontaneously shape the chaos into
recognizable images of people, animals, and
other Inuit imagery.
Meanwhile, Barry Pottle & Justin Igloliorte’s
“Community Freezer” station will feature food
and photography to represent the cultural
concept of Inuit “community freezers” which

The exhibition will feature the work of
over 40 artists in photography, sculpture,
painting, wearable art, drawing, printmaking,
basketry, film, video, and textile arts. This
will be the first major exhibition of Inuit art
from Labrador in over 30 years, and after
its presentation at The Rooms, it will tour
nationally.

For the first time ever,
you can vote and run for the
Francophone School Board!
To see if you are eligible, visit

www.schoolboardelectionsnl.ca

New Faa Flavours at ...
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Don't Miss Our Web-exclusive
Stories Between Print Issues!
Visit theovercast.ca for exclusive web stories between our print issues,
including breaking news, event profiles, arts coverage, new storefront news, videos,
podcasts, and more. And add us to your social media to get our news in your newsfeeds.
Facebook, Twitter & Instagram: Theovercastnl

GO ON B’Y: NO ONE’S KEEPING AN EYE OUT FOR ASTEROIDS,
AND THEY KEEP JUST MISSING US
On August 27th, an asteroid almost clipped the Earth. We never saw it coming. If that
sounds too rare to worry about, well, on Sept. 7th, another asteroid got “exceptionally
close” to nailing us, and we only noticed it coming with less than 48 hours to prepare.
According to an article in Popular Mechanics, “There aren’t a lot of people looking for
potentially dangerous asteroids.” NASA has been tasked with “finding 90 percent of
asteroids 450 feet or larger by 2020,” but that raises so many questions like “what about
2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, and 2020?” Two almost hit us without warning in the last month
alone! Even when we are able to keep a better eye out, so what: smaller asteroids will
come zipping in undetected, because they’re so small, but not too small to do damage.
In 2013, a “small” asteroid injured 1,500 people in Russia. Russia has particularly bad
luck in being an asteroid landing pad. In 1908, an asteroid levelled a forested area; had
that hit a populated area like New York , 3.2 million people would have died, and nearly
4 million would have been injured. Small asteroids, 5-10 meters in diameter, find their
way to earth about once a year, and they hit with roughly the same impact as the A
Bomb dropped on Hiroshima in WW2. Most of these small asteroid strikes go unnoticed
because they land in the ocean (which is 70% of the earth’s surface).

WHO IS THIS “HAG OF BELL ISLAND” ON THE
NEW CANADIAN COIN & STAMP SERIES?
This Halloween season is seeing “the third and final release” of Canada Post’s Haunted
Canada series, “plus a 25-cent coin honouring a great Canadian ghost story, the Hag of
Bell Island.” The way Canada Post tells it, “This shape-shifting succubus first appears as
a beautiful woman wearing a white cloak, then transforms into a deformed creature who
carries the overpowering stench of death. Her scent is so strong, it leaves her victims
powerless and paralyzed.” Canada’s History.com calls Bell Island “Canada’s X-Files Isle.”
In their interview with Henry Crane, who gives guided “Ghosts of Bell Island” tours, Crane
says the hag is but one of the island’s spookiest spectres, and is said to haunt a patch of
farmland known as Dobbin’s Garden. The story goes that in WWII, when German U-Boats
attacked our island, a group of Germans had come aground on Bell Island, sneakily, and
possibly even with the help of German sympathizers, to resupply their U-Boats. A woman
stumbled onto the scene and was dragged into a marsh and killed to keep her quiet about
what she’d seen. Bell Island is rife with Fairy lore -- and their fairies aren’t the cute kind,
apparently they’re mini monsters -- so this woman’s cries for help were ignored for fear
of them being a “Fairy Trick.” Feeling skeptical? Fair enough: no woman was reported
missing on Bell Island during the time the Germans were in our waters.

GO ON B’Y: THERE’S CAT WINE SO YOU NEVER HAVE TO DRINK ALONE
Happy Hour with co-workers is fine, and so is meeting a date for drinks, but, let’s be honest:
sometimes the best company on a rainy Tuesday night is your favourite feline friend, the
couch, and Netflix. Now there’s a way to unwind with your catty kitten: Cat Wine! It comes
in 2 varieties: Pinot Meow (a play off Pinot Noir for red wine lovers) and MosCATo (a play off
Muscadet for white wine lovers). The company making them is called Apollo Peak, and they
claim “our cat wine line is designed to entice even the most picky of pets.” They’re also safe for
human consumption, should you feel desperate some night. But is it really wine? No, alcohol
is bad for cats. It’s catnip, classed up. But pour yourself an actual pinot and your pet pal a glass
of this stuff and you’ll each get to your happy place together. Apollo Peak’s cat wine is actually
quite healthy too, and packed with things like beets. “We source only fresh organic catnip,
peppermint, chamomile, and other herbs grown in the Pacific Northwest of the United States.”
A 1.6-meownce bottle is priced at $4.95US, and an 8-meownce bottle is $11.95US. If all this
sounds wild, it’s got nothing on cat bars; bars for cats exist.

FREE
Training Program in
Patient-Oriented
Research

WEBINAR 2
MAKING THE
CHANGE
Oct. 20,
12:30-1:30 pm

Learn what differences patient-researcher
partnerships can make to care and outcomes.
Grow your skills to improve our health-care system!
Open to anyone with an interest including patients
and families.
Monthly online webinars and face-to-face workshops.
NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR
Online registration is required.

SUPP RT
Support for People and Patient Oriented Research and Trials

Go to www.nlsupport.ca for more information
and to register for your free ticket.

SUPP RT
NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR

Support for People and Patient Oriented Research and Trials
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COLLECTIVE CONSCIOUSNESS:

What Is MusicNL’s
“Group of the Year?”
BY BRAD PRETTY

The 2016 MusicNL Awards will
be given out in Bonavista at
this year’s gala on the 16th. For
a list of shortlists, visit: theovercast.ca/category/music
What makes the Group of the Year?
The word group denotes some form of
cohesion, legitimacy derived from a shared
vision. It’s also a neutral term,
encompassing not only bands but other
musical collectives that may not fall into the
traditional rock band class. Calling
the award “Group of the Year” is nice.
Sweet even. But make no mistake,
this year’s crop of nominees are bands.

Rock bands stemming from every angle
of a tradition dating back more than half a
century. But no two bands are exactly alike
in their process, let alone their sound.
Sometimes it’s a difficult task to cut
through the politicking that belies
provincial music awards. In this day and age,
playing the game is almost as important
as playing the music. Cultivating social media aptitude is imperative with few
exceptions. Networking, marketing, and
promotion are all tools that help to define a band, rather than just bolster them.
This has always been true of the industry, but never as much as it is now.
This leads to waning sentiment about who
deserves such awards in creative circles.
Hesitancy from those who do not wish to fall
within the confines of the industry machine.
And feelings that lie between admiration
and animosity for those who chose to
engage with it.
Nevertheless, these are industry awards. In

a such a small, isolated and insular music scene, the reach of MusicNL rarely excludes those worthy of artistic praise.
Furthermore, these artists have become beacons of a productive and intuitive
music network that manages to transcend
the physical boundaries of Newfoundland
and make strides in other markets. Newfoundland must not become stagnant in
a rich Canadian music climate, and luckily MusicNL has chosen to showcase a veritable sampling of the best of Newfoundland
bands.
There’s the synthpop, poprock Repartee,
prancing into the fold as favourites with 6
nominations total after a year of exhaustive touring behind one of the breakthrough
albums of the year. There’s Long Distance
Runners, back for another lap of rock and
roll. There’s Waterfront Fire, hardworking radio rockers. There’s Fairgale, debuting with a
slick and polished record after years of toiling through the St. John’s bar scene.
There’s Cabbages & Kings, big, bold, and

brazen hard rock. And to round out the list,
there’s able-fingered blues rockers
Beauwater.
The list is musically eclectic, reflecting that
while Newfoundland is seeded by a rock lineage, it’s a diverse one. None of these
bands are simply “players of the game.”
Their craft is not limited to shaking hands or sponsored ads. They are six distinct groups, each with their own distinct
sound. There may be others deserving of a
nomination, but this slate have all worked to
establish themselves musically (and otherwise) to be legitimate contenders to the title.
There’s always going to be skepticism when
it comes to plotting musicians against each
other, as the prerogative of art is not based
in awards or industry noteriety. But the
pragmatic view must be taken here; Newfoundland has a wealth of talent that
has little avenue to expand outside. Every
little push counts. Nevermind the politics,
let’s celebrate what we have.

MIGHTYPOP TURNS EIGHT
THIS FALL MARKS EIGHT YEARS OF MIGHTYPOP SHOWS. 175 CONCERTS SO FAR AND STILL COUNTING.
ITS BEEN AMAZING AND WE HAVE YOU TO THANK FOR IT.

IN PARTNERSHIP
WITH
PRESENTS

DERM KEAN AND
AN INCREDIBLE
WOMAN

TUNS

FIRST TIME EVER
D
IN NEWFOUNDLAN

ALBUM RELEASE

WITH SPECIAL GUESTS

PUNCH TABLE
AND
DJ BENJY

OCT 19

20

16

THE ROCK HOUSE
7 P M D O O R S I 8 P M S H OW

OCTOBER 10

ARTS & CULTURE CENTRE

ON
SALE NOW
TICKETS AT THE ARTS & CULTURE
CENTRE BOX OFFICE,
ARTSANDCULTURECENTRE.COM
(
AND (709)
729-3900
8 PM SHOW.
AS PART OF THE 20TH BIENNIAL
INUIT STUDIES CONFERENCE

WWW.MIGHTYPOP.CA

FACEBOOK.COM/MIGHTYPOP
TWITTER.COM/MIGHTYPOP

FRIDAY
OCTOBER 14
THE FACTORY
TICKETS AT THE DOOR

SATURDAY
OCTOBER 22
THE SHIP
ON SALE NOW

TICKETS AT MIGHTYPOP.CA

ON SALE NOW

TICKETS AT MIGHTYPOP.CA
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OWNER OF ELAINE’S BOOKS
PASSIONATE ABOUT LITERACY AND
SUPPORTING LOCAL AUTHORS
HUNTING PIGNUT:
Martine Blue’s
Feature Film
Debut
BY MARK HOFFE

When Martine Blue moved to
Newfoundland in 2008, she
already experienced many
of the highs and lows that
inspired her first feature
film Hunting Pignut.
While living in Manhattan’s C-squat in the
late 1990s, Blue bought a 16mm Arriflex
camera from a friend of the family and
shot a B-movie about the gentrification of
her neighbourhood. Eventually moving to
Toronto in 2004, she bought more equipment
and learned how to edit.
“From there I just made DIY no budget films
for a long time until I moved here and started
applying for money,” says Blue.
Although Blue’s former squatter lifestyle
played a significant role in the development
of Hunting Pignut, the driving force behind
the film was her father’s death from
substance abuse in 2004.
“When someone passes away like that,
it’s an unfinished relationship,” says Blue.
“They’re just cut off and you can’t see them
anymore. He was a singer and I was always
looking for signs from him. Sometimes his
songs would play, often at the most poignant
moments in my life.”
Hunting Pignut stars Taylor Hickson as
Bernice Kilfoy, a 15-year-old misfit who
runs away from her rural Newfoundland

community in search of Pignut – a tormented
and violent gutter punk played by Joel
Thomas Hynes – after he steals her father’s
ashes right out of his urn.
“The name Pignut comes from an old
guinea pig that I used to have when I lived at
C-squat,” explains Blue.
Fresh from its world premiere at the Atlantic
Film Festival last month, the film has in
many ways come full circle. Blue developed
the project as part of the festival’s Inspired
Scripts Program and first pitched it to
producer Paul Pope of Pope Productions
during the festival’s gala party for Roller
Town in 2011.
“He was intrigued enough to start developing
the project loosely for about a year. He
didn’t commit anything to me, but gave me
a couple of small writing exercises to see
if I would do them, and then a year later
out of the blue he just called me up and
said I’m going after development funding
for this. Paul has to know who you are and
who he’s working with and he takes his time
sometimes.”
Backed by a strong and engaging social
media campaign that features behindthe-scenes interviews with cast and crew,
Hunting Pignut is now making its way across
Canada’s festival circuit with screenings at
Cinefest Sudbury and Whistler following its
world premiere in Halifax. “I felt excited to
finally get to share the film with an audience
after working so hard on it for so long,”
says Blue. “The film got a great reception as
far as I can tell. People had many glowing
compliments about various aspects of it, so I
believe they really dug it.”
Local audiences can catch Hunting Pignut at the
St. John’s International Women’s Film Festival
when it screens on Saturday, October 22, along
with Blue’s comedic fantasy short film The
Perfect Family.

BY EVA CROCKER

Elaine Janes is the owner
of a new bookstore
on Duckworth Street,
appropriately named
Elaine’s Books.
Elaine is from St. John’s but she has
spent time travelling across the country
and lived in Halifax and Toronto. During
her time on the mainland Elaine collected
books, hoping to eventually open a
bookstore in St. John’s.
“It was always my dream and plan to
return to my home, to retire and open my
bookstore. I just love St. John’s,” Elaine
said about returning to the island to start
her business.
Elaine’s Books is primarily a used
bookstore and most of what is available
is from Elaine’s personal collection.
However, she has just added a section to
the store that features new titles from
Breakwater Books, by Newfoundland
authors. Since the store opened she has
also bought used titles and accepted
some donations.
Elaine’s first concern about curating the
selection in her store is that the books
be gently read and in good condition.
She makes sure to have a wide variety
of genres and authors in both fiction and
non-fiction. She has a large section of
used books about Newfoundland because
she knew they would appeal to locals and
tourists.
Elaine is a voracious reader of both fiction
and non-fiction and she particularly
enjoys crime narratives. She is a huge fan
of John Dunning’s Cliff Janeway series.
With titles like Booked To Die and The
Bookman’s Wake, the series combines

Elaine’s love of crime stories and her
passion for books.
“All of his books have a connection to the
book world, a book scout gets murdered,
or a rare manuscript gets stolen. The
books are also woven with tidbits about
book collecting. So anyone who loves
books would enjoy these novels,”
Elaine said.
Recently Elaine has mostly been reading
non-fiction, she was deeply affected
by Starlight Tour: The Last Lonely Night
of Neil Stonechild by Susanne Reber and
Rob Renaud. The book tells the true story
of an aboriginal teenager who froze to
death after being beaten and driven to the
outskirts of Saskatoon by police.
Elaine believes that books are important
tools for learning about what is happening
in our country. She is passionate
about fostering literacy and supporting
local authors and is therefore deeply
disappointed by the Liberal Government’s
decision to place a provincial tax on
books.
“I think the new tax on books is so
ridiculous, “she said. “The government
should be promoting reading and
education and not making it more
difficult by adding an extra expense
to an educational tool. I propose the
government rethink this decision and
consider the literacy figures in the
province before moving ahead with this in
January.”
Elaine is planning to use her bright and
spacious store to host community events
that celebrate books and local authors.
She will be collaborating with Breakwater
Books to host author readings and book
signings in the store. She may also begin
offering reading events for children on
Saturday afternoons.
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THE
CITIZEN
LIVES ON

a common thread running through them.

WILKINS’ ROCK
AND ROLL
EXHIBIT
RE-IMAGINES
THE COVER ART
OF CLASSIC ROCK
ALBUMS

“I think the common denominator was

BY EVA CROCKER

to finish the recording, adding depth and
filling out the EP’s four songs. “Sloan
and I went back with Allison and she laid
down a ton of brass tracks,” Lehr said.
“We filled out the songs with texture
and riffs and spent a lot of time on the
arrangements with Chance. It was a lot
of fun to build the songs with him.”

With SortaPosthumous
Release of Dressed
for Winter

The end result is a lush and smart set

BY LUKAS WALL

the desire to portray something epic and

Folky indie rockers The
Citizen have just released
their first EP Dressed for
Winter – only a few years
after the band broke up.
“We were quite proud of the tracks and it
would be a shame to sit on them forever,”
says guitarist and vocalist Andrew Lehr.
“Releasing the record now is certainly
untimely, but we hope that it might still tug
at the heartstrings of the lovely people who

of songs that tap folk, rock, and grunge
sounds, led by Lehr’s yearning lyrics and
raw vocals. He said despite the record’s
broad range of influences, the songs had

emotional,” Lehr said.
The Citizen won’t likely be reuniting
anytime soon but the band’s members
haven’t totally stopped making music
together.
“The band is broken up for good. I’m living
in Germany now … [but] each time I get
back for a visit Sloan and I jam a bunch. The
last time I was there Sloan laid down drum
tracks for an album I’m working on,” Lehr
said. “The essence of the band lives on.”

faithfully came out to our shows.”

And three years on, Lehr is glad to finally

Lehr said the band started out as a two-

for those who supported the band and to

piece in the spring of 2011, with him and
drummer Mike Sloan putting together
enough material to play gigs at The Levee
and CBTG’s. Later that year, bassist Andrew
Laite joined the pair.
“At that point we started to find our sound
as The Citizen. We became a little more
folky and perhaps more accessible,” said
Lehr. “When Dave [Greene] and Allison
[Chaytor] joined the band, we added
trumpet, keys, synths and lead guitar to
the mix. The live shows at that time had a
different atmosphere, I think.”
This led The Citizen to the recording
of Dressed for Winter in Dartmouth in
the spring of 2012 with producer and
engineer Chance Gillis. Lehr, Sloan and
Chaytor went back the following spring

have Dressed for Winter out in the open
keep it alive – in a recorded form, at least.
“It’s certainly bittersweet listening to the
songs from my apartment in Germany
now a few years later,” he said. “[It’s] a
relief … a brimming cup of nostalgia.”

“Rock and Roll” is a collection of new
artwork inspired by classic rock album
covers. These abstract pieces are
photographic prints of digital manipulations
of the original album art. The pieces
celebrate the vibrant colors of specific rock
and roll covers and the form of the vinyl
record.
When Wilkins began investigating how to
capture album art in a new way, he tried
taking long exposure photographs of
album covers rotating on a turntable. This
method didn’t capture the vivid colours that
are so central to his project, so he began
experimenting with creating the effect of the
spinning cover digitally, eventually landing
on a process that allows him to represent
the idea of a vinyl disk and preserves the
rich colors of the covers.
It’s a process that doesn’t always create
the results Wilkins’ envisions, however the
unpredictability is part of what makes it so
rewarding when an image does represent
the album in a way he finds satisfying.
Wilkins has chromogenic prints (a type of
high quality photographic print) made of the
finished digital images, which are then facemounted on to acrylic to give them a glossy
sheen and a sense of depth.
Wilkins chose which albums to include in the
show based on the significance of the album
in the rock and roll cannon and the pictorial
qualities of the album art, as well as his own
connection to the album.

“There are a few I couldn’t miss, like the
Beatles or the Stones,” Wilkins’ said
describing how he picked which album
covers for the show. “Sgt Peppers was an
obvious choice as the White Album would
not be quite so exciting.”
In some cases he was instinctively drawn to
an album cover, immediately recognizing it
as a perfect candidate for the project. This
was the case for The Rolling Stones’ Let
It Bleed and Jimi Hendrix’s Are You
Experienced.
“Let it Bleed just seemed to jump out at me,
then with Jimi Hendrix, Are you Experienced,
I just couldn’t resist it either – extraordinary
colours that jump out and ground breaking
music.”
In the past Wilkins has worked with the
album covers of records that he cherishes
in other genres, including albums by Sonic
Youth and My Bloody Valentine.
While this installation is a reflection on the
history of rock and roll, these albums are all
important pieces of Wilkins’ own personal
history, each one capable of stirring
up vivid memories. One example being
The Doors’ Waiting For the Sun, Wilkins
described the album’s significance to him
saying,
“I had thought The Doors, and particularly
Jim Morrison, were incredibly cool and loved
the slight unhingedness of their music and
this album, while not necessarily their best,
had some great tracks and I was listening
to it before I went to see the Jim Morrison
movie that came out in 1991, and thought I
should honour Jim’s spirit by sneaking wine
into the cinema and it was one those nights
that you always remember…though some
bits are a bit hazy! And I love the dreamy
colours it has produced.”
By reimagining the images that represent
such iconic albums Wilkins opens up an
investigation of how classic rock albums
exist both as recognizable pieces of our
collective history and as very personal
mementos.
Peter Wilkins’ “Rock and Roll”
installation will run until October 9th at
the Christina Parker Gallery
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TANYA TAGAQ COMMANDS RETRIBUTION
improvisational artist Tanya
Tagaq demands awakening,
and defies categorization
with her post-colonial
masterpiece, Retribution, to
be released by Six Shooter
Records this month.
For Tagaq, there is no separation from
her body and the earth, life and art, or
motherhood and music. Whether it’s her
2014 Polaris Prize win, where she scrolled
thousands of names of Canada’s Missing
and Murdered Indigenous women during
the gala performance, or posting a «sealfie»
of her baby in the snow beside a dead seal
on Twitter, she addresses the inherent
connection between the rape of women, and
the rape of the land.
Retribution is a harrowing sonic accusation.
“We live in a world where my daughters and
I are four times as likely to be murdered.
And that’s not okay,” she says, calling from a
Toronto grocery store.
In the next breath she instructs her kids to
“pick out some fruit.”
Tagaq doesn’t put on airs. Her advocacy
stems from the living land, and its tundra
of trauma. Tagaq’s life experiences chart
growing up in Cambridge Bay, Nunavut,
surviving Canada’s genocidal residential
school system – which she described
as “strict,” to studying at Nova Scotia’s
College of Art and Design in Halifax, and
multiple accolades, including a Juno Award
and the 2014 Polaris Prize.

Life isn’t separate from art, and neither are
groceries. Tagaq overthrows stereotypes
and erasure, touring nationally and
internationally, and insists Indigenous
peoples, climate change and art aren’t a
thing of the past.
With this knowledge, Tagaq, who performs
at the Arts and Culture Centre October 10 as
part of Inuit PiusituKangit (20th biennial inuit
studies conference), insists, “Retribution will
be swift.”
“I don’t give a shit about what anyone
thinks. This isn’t personal gain,” says
Tagaq. “I am not trying to placate, it’s just
a fact of life. It’s how we live. I want there
to be good things around for my children. I
want a good environment. I want them to
be able to go out on the land like I am able
to. I want my great-great grandchildren to
go out on the land.”
Retribution is a 10-track musical penance,
landing somewhere beyond doing and
undoing harm. It’s an unearthing, a
retelling of trauma’s seasonal cycles. Tagaq
concludes, the land will outlast us all.
She leads the project with unflinching
power, harnessing the contemporary and
ancient depths of oceans, the sky, stars and
moon, while Jesse Zubot acts as producer
and masterful violinist. Jean Martin’s on
drums, Tuvan throat singer Radik Tulush,
rapper Shad, traditional Inuk singer Ruben
Komangapik, and Tagaq’s daughter,
Inuuja, who serves as Retribution’s
protagonist, representing both past and
future generations, are on the opening
track, “Ajaaja.”

“Art is whatever you want,”
“Rape Me” shifting the narrator
says Tagaq. “A lot of people
from a third to first person, and
are starting to care about
embodying Kurt Cobain’s
CATCH TANYA
voices, Canadian and
legendary anti-rape song from
TAGAQ OCT.
non-Canadian voices. We
1993’s In Utero.
10TH AT
are taking in the world,
THE ARTS
“My idea of feminism is
and how we interact. The
& CULTURE
wanting
women to be safe, and
dawn of the Internet made
CENTRE
unharmed
physically, mentally,
us more aware of global
and spiritually. I hate that it has to
politics. Humanity is waking
be
explained
in this day and age,” she
up, as opposed to going to sleep.
says.
“I
loved
Kurt
Cobain, and his band.
Luckily, I am alive at this time, and I’m
I think he’s an incredible human being. I
going to do my best to ensure the survival
wanted to take that song out of third person,
of the planet.”
into first person. I hope I did that song
Retribution ends with a cover of Nirvana’s
justice, and that he’d be proud.”

www.storytellingstjohns.ca

Inuit throat singer and

“Get some apples,” she instructs her
daughter. “We’re soon gonna be at the check
out. Hold on a sec?”

OCTOBER 11—16, 2016

BY SHANNON WEBB-CAMPBELL
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BREAKWATER AUTHOR EVENTS

|

FALL 2016

AUTHOR SIGNINGS | BOOKS AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE | NO COVER | CASH BAR | ALL WELCOME

TUESDAY | OCTOBER 25

BREAKWATER ’S

FALL FICTION

LAUNCH

Cathy Jones is wellknown as a member of the
infamous Codco troupe
and as a star of CBC’s This

ROBERT CHAFE | GLENN
DEIR | CHARLIE THOMLINSON | LISA
MOORE | AIDEN FLYNN | ED RICHE |
BERNIE STAPLETON | ANDY JONES

FEATURING READINGS BY

BOOK SALES BY BROKEN BOOKS

THE MASONIC TEMPLE | 6 CATHEDRAL ST | DOORS OPEN 7PM | READINGS START 7:30PM

TUESDAY

|

NOVEMBER 3

A WOMAN’S ALMANAC

BOOK LAUNCH
BOOK SALES BY THE TRAVEL BUG

THE SPACE

72 HARBOUR DR

|

TUESDAY

MARION
WHITE FLORENCE
BUTTON | LAURA WINTERS
| AMELIA CURRAN |
GERRY ROGERS
FEATURING READINGS BY

|

DOORS OPEN 7PM

|

READINGS START 7:30PM

|

NOVEMBER 15

|

THE INWARD JOURNEY BOOK LAUNCH
FEATURING READINGS BY

THE SHIP PUB

TUESDAY

LESLIE VRYENHOEK

265 DUCKWORTH ST

|

|

|

|

SUSAN PAHL

DOORS OPEN 7PM

|

|

JENNIFER GUY

READINGS START 7:30PM

NOVEMBER 22
AND

LOCAL BEER FOOD FEST BOOK LAUNCH
WITH APPEARANCES FROM

BARRY C. PARSONS

|

CHAD PELLEY

FOLLOW BREAKWATER’S WEBSITE AND FACEBOOK PAGE FOR MORE DETAILS
WWW. BREAKWATERBOOKS . COM

WHAT’S ON
AT THE HALL:
STRANGER TO
HARD WORK

“A splendid, gripping story.” JOHN

DOYLE

The Inward Journey
A

K AT E

NOVEL

E V A N S

KATE EVANS

Hour Has 22 Minutes. This
month, her play “Stranger
to Hard Work” will run from
October 26-30th at the LSPU
Hall, with a 2pm matinee on
the 29th.
“We are so thrilled to have Cathy Jones
back at the LSPU Hall with her one woman
show,” says LSPU Hall’s Laura Buckle.
“This hilarious and thought provoking show
is a combination of stand-up comedy, and
theatrical, poetic scenes that lets us have
a look at what Cathy has learned in life so
far.”
Directed by Ann-Marie Kerr, this play has
been touring all over Canada and will
continue to tour after the St John’s run.
Kerr describes Cathy as a “master on
stage.” This show is intimate, enjoyable,
and full of laughter. The Halifax Chronicle
Herald had this to say: “One of Canada’s
top comedians, Cathy Jones, bares her
soul in a seemingly erratic but brilliant
performance guaranteed to deliver belly
laughs and lots of them, particularly to
a women of a certain age. Jones, with
her short blonde hair, winning smile, and
sparkling wit, makes 60 look good and life
worth living in a new one-woman show."
You can buy tickets for this show alone,
or you can purchase a 2016-17 Hall Pass,
which includes tickets to this production
and all other fantastic shows in The Hall’s
Season. Call the hall’s box office at 709753-4531, or book online at www.rca.nf.ca.
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International Food
& Craft Expo Shows
Local & international food, crafts,
entertainment and door prizes.

CBS
ST. JOHN'S
PARADISE

CBS INTERNATIONAL FOOD & CRAFT EXPO

PINPOINT INK:

Pascale Horan’s
Ocean-themed
Clothing Line
Making Quite
the Splash
BY FELICITY ROBERTS

From her studio/shop in
Quidi Vidi Plantation, Pascale
Horan introduces me to the
Craft Incubator program
housed there, which provides
local artisans with affordable
space and other supports in
realizing business success
with their craftwork.
She then explains that her life as an artist
began at birth, surrounded by the work of
her father George, who continues to be one
of her strongest role models. After a six-year
hiatus in her twenties, which she calls “the
most miserable time of my life,” the textile
program at the College of the North Atlantic
rekindled the spark. That, and learning
screen printing from her now husband Jon
Keefe of Pink Eye Print Company, gave her

a way to transfer her drawings to art prints
and clothing, and “made her feel alive again.”
Pinpoint Ink, a fairly new endeavour, runs
out of the same press in their home as Pink
Eye. She was inspired by artisans like Megan
Natasha of Ragmaw who had fabric printed
at Pink Eye and whose hard work had paid
off, and Maggie Rose Textiles, whose owner
works at Twisted Sisters boutik and whose
encouragement fostered the relationship
Pascale now has with the store as a retailer
of her work.
Horan’s success with sales at Twisted Sister
gave her the confidence to go all in and
devote herself full time to Pinpoint Ink. She
now has a space at The Plantation with 9
other artisans who all share her ingenuity
and passion. She is loving it. She speaks
pretty excitedly about both retail spaces as
valuable support for local craftspeople, and
of her good luck in connecting with them.
When asked about the inspiration for her
largely aquatic theme, whales, squids,
octopodes and the like, her response is as
unaffected as Pascale herself. “It’s fun and
I feel like doing it. It’s a loose theme and
I’ll probably branch out into other subject
matter sooner or later, but for now it’s
keeping my attention. I approach designing
from a playful standpoint. I make what I
make because I feel like making it. I avoid
putting any conscious thought into my
motivations, or intellectualising my themes.
That gives me the freedom to have fun with
my designs, and maybe that’s why people are
responding to it.”

Sunday, october 16, from 10 am - 5 pm at the royal canadian legion, kelligrews.
ST. JOHN'S INTERNATIONAL FOOD & CRAFT EXPO

Sunday, november 6, from 10 am - 5 pm at the holiday inn, st. John's.
PARADISE INTERNATIONAL FOOD & CRAFT EXPO

Sunday, november 20, from 10 am - 4:00 pm at rotary paradise
youth and community centre, paradise.

30 DAY CHALLENGE

starts October 12

ESCAPE TO HAVANA!
YOGA + CULTURE IN CUBA
RETREAT
March 26 - April 2, 2017

NEW TO NOVA?
TRY 30 DAYS for $30!
125 Long's Hill / novayogaonline.com / 743.8303
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Would Jason Ross Sellars Wear That?
BY FELICITY ROBERTS
A decade ago or more, when I had first
returned from BC to St. John’s, I spent
a few months as a laundress at Mighty
Whites. What I learned about the people
and establishments in my neighbourhood
could fill a book, literally dealing with their
dirty laundry.
It was at this time that Jason Sellars
became known to me, as the mysterious
individual with the coolest screen printed
underwear in St. John’s. For weeks I was

curious as to who could be so bold and
right on with their fashion choices, and
finally one day I was working the desk
when he came in to get his stuff.
A friendship was born, and I have since
come to see him as one of the best dressed
men in the city. Hailing from Grand Falls,
Jason describes himself as a “Quidi Vidi
kid,” having made St. Johns his home
over a decade ago. For 7 of these years
he was president of the Board for the St.
John’s Mummers Festival, and is always
Jack Frost in the city’s Christmas parade,

wearing a costume he makes himself
out of recycled materials. As would be
expected, he has a pretty creative day job
too, working at The Rooms in the galleries’
public education programs.
He “wears many hats” there he says, but
dear to his heart is the weekly tots art
program and the teen after school art club.
You can also sometimes find him behind
the bar at the Inne of Olde, hooking rugs or
jigging cod in the gut.

CHECKERS (FROM MODEL CITIZENS)
That’s the plaid for fall, the fashion illuminati have decreed (or at least Vogue
magazine has). This red flannel Figgyduff Dory shirt from Model Citizens printed
with a snippet of our provincial anthem is a 100% yes for Jason. “Love the colour,
love the diy element, love everything about it.”
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The western look rolls on into fall, and this Outfitters vest combines it with a
cool 70’s inspired feel with its use of wide wale corduroy detail in an earthy tone.
Another winner with Jason. “Nothing comforts the core like a vest. On trend.
Really nice.”
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LIGHT COLOURED DENIM (FROM BALLISTIC)
If rap stars say “it’s all about the light coloured denim this season.” who are we to
disagree? This is the second backpack featured from Ballistic, their bag selection
is one of their strongest points for non-skaters. Jason admires the backpack, but
stresses his world has room for all denims, pale, dark, and especially acid wash,
custom, or vintage.

HI-FI AUDIO GEAR,
SALES, INSTALLATION,
AND ADVICE
TURNTABLES, AMPLIFIERS, SPEAKERS, SURROUND SOUND,

HEADPHONES, COMPUTER AUDIO, BLUETOOTH SPEAKERS + MORE

WWW.PAULFRECKERAUDIO.COM
info@paulfreckeraudio.com

834-7273

HAREM PANTS (FROM FLOWERCHILD)
The drop waist has been riding a wave for a few years now, and is working its way
back into mainstream acceptability not seen since the days of the Parachute Club.
Jason is not buying it, and says with his characteristic cheerfulness, of the burnt
orange silk billowy pants I am handing to him, “I would never ever wear these, but
sure, I’ll wear them for the photo.” Fifteen minutes later it’s a different story. “They
are so comfortable, and I do love paisleys and florals. I think it’s just the colour. It’s
just too much with this cut.” Pants available at FlowerchiLd.

Retail
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New “Tech Toyland” in Avalon
Mall One of Only 3 in Canada

There was a time your
cellphone was just a phone.
And then it became a
substitute for your camera.
And now it’s a hub capable of
connecting with devices to
cook your supper and secure
your home.
That’s why the brand new Telus “Connected
Experience store” in the Avalon Mall is only
20% smart phones – the rest of their stock
is stuff your phone can connect with to make
your life better, easier, safer, healthier, and
more convenient.
Telus Connected Experience Stores are
specifically designed with our digital
lifestyles in mind, and the Avalon Mall has
been cherry picked to house one of three
such stores in Canada. St. John’s made the
cut because the previous store was one of
Telus’s top 3 performing stores in Eastern
Canada (which speaks to NL’s affinity for
new technology).
The store is neatly organized into sections,
and allows you to interact with, sample, and
compare devices, which provides the kind of
tactile, visual, and auditory interactions with
products of interest that online shopping
cannot. It’s an old school approach to finding
new school products.
If you’re not tech savvy enough to know
how to use all this technology, like how
your friend casts Netflix from their phone to
their flatscreen, well, that’s what the trained
staff are there for: there’s even seating for
training sessions with staff.
If you think all this tech is making us
lazy, think again: there’s a barrage of tech
wearables to keep us fit-conscious, and
monitor everything from blood pressure
to daily step counts. In-house Health Tech

Trainers can help set you up for success
in dropping a few pounds or winning your
next half marathon.
Their audio section lets you compare a pile
of Bluetooth speakers, across various music
genres, and test out headphones for the
cost-conscious to the audiophile.
There is also some amazing home audio
systems that prevent the need for pesky,
expensive in-wall wiring – this stuff is
wireless. Party guests in the kitchen could
be hearing the same thing as those in the
living room or bathroom upstairs, all with
the click of a button on your phone.
The accessories section goes so far as to
partner with designers – this month there’s
a display of Kate Spade cases. There’s even a
cookware section with sous vide machines,
or scales that house a library of recipes. It’s
beside the toy section – toys for kids and
adults alike (phone-controlled robots, cars,
droids).
The home security and smart-tech section
is a big one. If you’ve ever gone out and
worried you forgot to lock the door, or
wished you could turn on the heat to your
cabin before you get there, well, you can
do both and then some using your phone.
(In fact, no joke, there are farmers in
Newfoundland milking their cows with
phone-controlled robotic cow milkers!)
popular amonst home security devices are
smoke and carbon monoxide detectors that
talk to you in a human voice, instead of
grating your nerves with that ear-piercing,
panic-inducing blare that makes you take
the damn battery out to shut it up.
And if you’re rightfully wondering if the place
is a mad house of blaring speakers and
amped-up joggers-on-the-spot checking out
gear? No, actually. There are baffles in place
to reduce the ambient sound. You’ll note the
mall’s background noise cut out as you walk
into the store.
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FERAL CULTURE WITH
FELICITY ROBERTS:
DULSE AND WINTER
CHANTRELLES
Mocktober has always been my nickname
for this month. Often it’s the most beautiful
weather of the year, crisp and sunny. Make
no mistake though, autumn is upon us and
nature is withdrawing back into herself with
an ember hued sayonara. This doesn’t mean
there’s no treasures out there, just that
they are different now, passing from spring
greens and summer flowers to fall’s hardy
groundberries, sneaky mushrooms, and the
salty weeds that wash up on the shoreline.
Dulse (Palmaria palmata)
Dulse is one of the most approachable
seaweeds on the coast, with a pleasant
flavour and stellar nutritional profile. It’s also
easy to identify, even pretty, with its purplish
colour and textured edges, often compared to
a red leaf lettuce.
It can be harvested on many beaches around
Newfoundland, but some are much better
than others. With the best yielding swaths
of large maroon fronds branching off like
giant hands. Make sure you are not near
open sewer or other water hazards, and be
aware that there is danger of contamination
by marine pathogens, so cook or otherwise
process accordingly. A fabulous trait of
seaweeds is that they lose no nutrients in
processing; a big jar of dried or powdered
dulse in the cupboard for winter is a great

FALL GARLIC
ON SALE

NOW

source fiber, protein, vitamins, trace minerals,
fatty acids, and antioxidants.
Ancient Britons and Vikings mixed powdered
dulse into bread and ancient Icelanders used
dulse as hard currency for a time. Agricultural
northern societies enjoy it stewed with turnip,
potato and lamb, hunter/gatherers boil it and
eat it with fish. It has been used in rituals to
help calm the ocean during storms. Pan fried,
it is bacon substitute.
Yellowfoot Chantrelles
Golden Chantrelles are not the only delicious
type of chantie on the forest floor. The
winter variety, Cantharellus tubaeformis, or
yellowfoot/legs, is a tiny and drabber version
of its luminous cousin, but where it appears,
it tends to appear en mass. Look down very
carefully when in spruce forest on moss near
rotting wood. You could be stepping on them
right now, they are so tiny. But once you see
them, with their plain brown cap obscuring
the golden stem, hollow like a straw, that is
one of their main identifying features, you will
see them everywhere.
They are known to be one of the best
mushrooms for drying, keep going long into
the season, and have an exceptionally high
level of vitamin D, and high levels of vitamin
C and potassium. They taste very much like
the larger Golden Chantie, a little less sweet
but otherwise indistinguishable, so use them
in all the same ways. Pasta, risotto, moose
stew...you know the drill. So why did I say
mushrooms were sneaky earlier on? Because
they are. Don’t try to identify mushrooms
from photos or articles like this. Find
someone who knows and go walking in the
woods with them.

• Pesticide-free
• Herbicide-free

THANKSGIVING
HORROR:
RECOMMENDED
HORROR FILMS
FOR THE OCTOBER
HOLIDAY
BY LAUREN POWER

There’s dozens of
Halloween horror movies,
but why wait till the 31st
when there’s a perfectly
good opportunity for
holiday horror on the
second Monday of
October? Enjoy this
curated list of cinematic
terror, all centred on
turkey time.
Home Sweet Home (1981)
a.k.a. Slasher in the House, a.k.a
Bloodparty, is a 1981 horror film
starring Jake Steinfeld (founder of the
“Body by Jake” brand, as well as Major
League Lacrosse). Steinfeld plays
a crazed PCP addict who terrorizes
a houseful of victims at a remote
country ranch on Thanksgiving.
The dinner party is made up of an
excellent collection of moustaches,
turtlenecks, ‘70s lady styles, and a
Kiss Army member who spends the
whole movie in full stage makeup.
Watch the full movie on YouTube.
Blood Rage (1987)
Everybody knows that, out of every
set of twins, there’s a good twin, and
a twin that thinks only of murder.
Identical twin brothers Todd and Terry
are no exception. After one brother

Grown in
Ferryland by:
The Natural
Gardener Inc.
9 Buchanan St. | Downtown St. John’s | 722-4590 | theseedcompany.ca

is institutionalized and inevitably
escapes, it’s a Thanksgiving Day
massacre, full of mistaken identity,
decapitations, dismemberments, and

co-ed tackle football in high-waisted
athletic wear.
Intensity (1997)
This film is based on the Dean Koontz
thriller of the same name (not to be
confused with the 2003 French horror
film “High Tension”, which plagiarized
its plot). Newfoundland’s own Molly
Parker plays Chyna (a troubled
Psychology student, not the recently
deceased lady wrestler, R.I.P). During
a Thanksgiving vacation to her friend’s
family home, John C. McGinley shows
up as a toothy serial killer, dispatches
the family, and takes Chyna on the
worst road trip imaginable.
Alien Abduction: Incident in Lake
County (1998)
A teenager decides to document his
family’s Thanskgiving dinner, and it
goes poorly when extraterrestrials
show up. This handi-cam pseudodocumentary was released a full
year before The Blair Witch Project
(1999), so it’s kind of impressive
that it incorporated some of the
elements that made the latter a
cultural phenomenon. It’s a decent
throwback to the Alien Autopsy videos
of the nineties, and it leans into the
confusion of viewers who believed it
portrayed real events.
ThanksKilling (2008)
The absolute dregs of the “horror
holiday” genre. This cynical “horror
comedy” is sub-Sharknado in its
ambition. The filmmakers try to be
offensive with a rubber hand puppet
for 70 minutes, and they run out of
gas immediately. Bad-bad movie.
Kristy (2014)
Haley Bennett (The Magnificent
Seven) is a young college student,
stuck by herself on campus over
the Thanksgiving break after her
holiday plans fall through. Bad news
for her: she’s not alone. A gaggle of
hooded cyber-cultists (from the Dark
Web) lay siege to her dorm. Bar the
door, Kristy! They’ve got your wifi
password!
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What’s Going on in the World?
THE GOOD WIFE SPIN-OFF
IS OFFICIAL
Three female actresses on the hit law
show The Good Wife will outlive the life
of NBC’s fabulous-but-finished show, in a
new spin-off that premieres in February.
Its three returning characters will be Diane
Lockhart, Luca Quinn and Eli’s daughter,
Marissa Gold. The three are brought together
a year after the events that closed-out The
Good Wife. An enormous financial scam
wipes Diana’s savings while simultaneously
destroying the reputation of Diane’s young
lawyer. Forced out of their firm by financial
circumstance, they join forces with Luca
Quinn at a pre-eminent firm she’d landed at.
Where does Marissa Gold come in? Initially
as Diane’s secretary, but one with a knack
for investigation. So yes, she’ll be the new
Kalinda. Its co-creators and producers are
the same people behind The Good Wife.

DUTCH POLICE HAVE TRAINED
EAGLES TO TAKE OUT DRONES IN
THEIR AIRSPACE
Eagles have always been the bad-ass bosses
of the sky, and drones are learning that
one talon-grab takedown at a time in the
Netherlands. Dutch police started training
eagles to attack drones back in 2015, and
their eagle squad is finally taking flight.
They’ll be employed in no-fly zones for
drones, like airports. Why eagles? They’re
cheaper and more effective than nets and
other alternatives.

SOMEONE IS TRYING FOR A TOTAL
TAKE DOWN OF THE INTERNET?
The internet isn’t just a fun and endless
encyclopedia of knowledge and
entertainment. It’s not just a means
to communicate with friends, nor a
conglomerate of every last bit of news.
It’s the glue keeping the modern world
together, from hospital and financial
records, to communications. Yet it’s not
really making the news that Bruce Schneier,

an internationally renowned security
technologist, is trying to warn us that
someone has been testing the defenses of
the companies who maintain the integrity
of the internet. And they’ve been at it for
a year or two. The major companies who
provide the basic infrastructure to make the
internet work are seeing an increase in DDoS
attacks against them. And these attacks are
“significantly larger than the ones they’re
used to seeing. They last longer. They’re
more sophisticated. And they look like
probing. One week, the attack would start at
a particular level of attack and slowly ramp
up before stopping. The next week, it would
start at that higher point and continue ... as if
the attacker were looking for the exact point
of failure. This means that the companies
have to use everything they’ve got to defend
themselves. They can’t hold anything back.
They’re forced to demonstrate their defense
capabilities for the attacker. It reminds me
of the U.S.’s Cold War program, of flying
high-altitude planes over the Soviet Union
to force their air-defense systems to turn
on, to map their capabilities.” Verisign is the
registrar for all the main domains we know,
like .com and .net. “If it goes down, there’s
a global blackout of all websites and e-mail
addresses in the most common top-level
domains.” Schneier also says this entity is
“testing the ability to manipulate Internet
addresses and routes.”

SCIENCE CAN NOW CHANGE HOW
YOU FEEL ABOUT SOMETHING
Controlling how people feel and act is the
scary stuff of science fiction. Or at least the
future. But the future is here. Scientists can
plant emotions in your head that are not
naturally derived. Researchers at Brown
university showed their subjects some
photos, their subjects had no emotional
reactions to those photos, and that should
have been that. Instead, using a braintraining technique called “neurofeedback,”
they were able to suddenly change the way
these people felt about the photos, eliciting

negative and positive emotional responses
to the very same photographs of people’s
faces. In other words, they flat out induced
feelings that weren’t and shouldn’t be
there. The discovery was an accident. Takeo
Watanabe is on the record saying “We did not
mean to develop a device that would be used
for brainwashing.” They were just studying
neurofeedback, for noble purposes. Like
others, these researchers were exploring
neurofeedback as a way to treat depression,
PTSD, and anxiety.

A US COMPANY SAYS DRIVERFREE CABS WILL SOON REPLACE
PERSONAL CARS
An American ride-hailing company called
Lyft has declared that all of their cars will be
self-driving within five years. And they say
these auto-driven vehicles will eventually

be a cheaper and more practical means of
getting around than owning your own car.
They’re not the only ones saying it, and it’s
a fact most car companies are scrambling
to be at the fore to bring self-driving cars to
market. In fact, Lyft and GM have partnered
up on the matter, and Volvo and Uber are
also partnering up to work towards driverfree ride-hail cars. It is predicted hands-off
cars will roll out in 3 steps: 1.) At first,
self-driving rides will only be available from
ride-call companies like Lyft and Uber, and
only along certain routes. 2.) Next up, these
cars will be allowed on any street but will
have a max speed. 3.) By 2021, we will see
completely autonomous cars doing as they
wish. At which point, personal cars will start
going the way of the dodo. Lyft & GM have
already developed a fleet of these things.
They’ve been testing them in San Francisco
and Phoenix.
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HARD
TO BELIEVE
Our Monthly
Trivia
Challenge

1

3

2

And Now
You Know

4

townie

Cross

5

word

A wise man probably once
said that trivia is the best
way to learn a thing or two about
the place you call home. Only
four of these five statements are
true. Lay off Google, and guess
the false statement.
1.) In the 1800s and the first half of
the 1900s, there were three major,
independent beers breweries in NL. 2 of
them were started by former premiers of
our province. Once of them being Charles
Fox Bennett, of Bennett Brewing, whom
Molson pay homage to on the labels of
Dominion Ale.

6

PSSST!
ANSWERS
BELOW

7

8

ACROSS
3. The name of the new brewery in
Pasadena is Western ? Brewing CO.
5. The farm where basically every
townie gets their halloween pumpkin
7. The majority of trees on the
avalon are this type or"shade" of spruce.
8. NL slang for hurrying up or really
given 'er: Giver (the) what?

DOWN
1. This former premier (last name) is now the
volunteer coordinator at The Gathering Place
2.
CBC personality, not Ted Knives, but Ted ?
4. What's the name of the music-themed
restaurant in Jag Hotel?
6. The farm where basically every townie
gets their savoury, Mt. ?

The expression “To Get Cold Feet”
means to show reluctance. It is
thought to have a military origin:
soldiers with cold feet weren’t as
able to charge into battle. Or, soldiers with cold feet used their frigid
feet as an excuse not to charge into
battle fields.
Babe Ruth kept a leaf of cabbage
under his hat on hot days to stay
cool on the baseball field.
Because they have such long days
of sunlight in Alaska, the state has
produced some massive pieces of
produce, like a 65 pound cantaloupe
and a 138 pound cabbage.

2.) Kwang Tung is Fogo Island’s only
Chinese restaurant. Apparently, many
sources say it’s a also the most northern
Chinese restaurant in Canada.
3.) Rabbittown’s longest street,
Merrymeeting Road, is so named for the
time this strip of the city housed a peace
march to end conflicts between Roman
Catholics and Protestants and cease
tensions between their religions.

It is an unverified rumour that
Canadian 100-dollar bills are maple
scented.
Some people say nothing rhymes
with the word orange, others say
door hinge rhymes with orange. But
try rhyming something with purple.
Greg Locke photo

4.) Mary Walsh thought she was going
to be a journalist; she really wanted to
be one, hence This Hour Has 22 Minutes
marrying her desires to pursue both
journalism and comedic acting.
5.) Carnegie Corporation of New York
played a huge role in helping the origins
of what is today Memorial University of
Newfoundland – the largest campus in
Atlantic Canada. They donated $239,000
for everything from construction to
scholarships. As student enrollment
went up, the school was becoming
self-sufficient, in terms of an operating
budget, but also needed more space,
which Carnegie then helped funded as
well.

The urban legend of strangers
poisoning the Halloween candies
they hand out to kids has a horrific
origin. In 1974, Timothy O’Bryan
died because his father put cyanide
in his Pixy Stix in order to collect
insurance money after claiming “a
stranger must have poisoned my
kid’s Halloween candy.” The police
were able to prove the father killed
his own kid.

MARK CRITCH host

AMELIA CURRAN
JENS LINDEMANN

PLATINUM SPONSOR

GILLY HICKEY

The older the cow, the tougher the
meat. Limousin beef from France is
great, and so is Kobe from Japan.
Prime cuts of beef are usually
destined for restaurants and
butchers, hence steak lovers only
shopping for steaks at restaurant
and butchers.

JODY RICHARDSON

Tickets $100 with tax receipt for charitable portion.
Available only at the NSO office
tel 722-4441 or email lp@nsomusic.ca

The person who invented the Frisbee
was cremated and made into frisbees after he died.
There’s enough electrical activity
going on in your head to light up a
small light bulb.

TOWNIE CROSSWORD Across: 3 - Newfoundland 5 - Lesters 7 - Black 8 - Bickies Down: 1 – Dunderdale 2 - Blades 4 - Exile 6 – Scio HARD TO BELIEVE: Answer #3 is false.
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OCTOBER 10 | 8:00 PM

TANYA TAGAQ

Presented by the ACC in partnership with Memorial University and Mighty Pop
Originally from Nunvaut, Tanya Tagaq is an improvisational performer,
avant-garde composer and experimental recording artist whose music defies
categorization, fusing elements of punk, metal, and electronica. Tanya’s
sound challenges static ideas of genre and culture, and contends with
themes of environmentalism, human rights and post-colonial issues.
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Songs by
Elvis Presley

Book by
Joe Dipietro

Songs by
Elvis Presley

The story is all new.
The hits are all Elvis.
The
story
is allSt.new.
Nov. 10-13, 2016
John's Arts and Culture Centre

All proceeds support environmental education at the Fluvarium.

The story is all new.
The hits are all Elvis.
Nov. 10-13, 2016 St. John's Arts and Culture Centre

Book by
Joe Dipietro

Songs by
Elvis Presley

Wonderbolt’s world class show will transport audiences back to the Golden
Age of circus. Circus Glorious! features local, national and international artists,
complete with technicolor costumes, jaw dropping aerial acts, interactive
clowning, sophisticated choreography and original music. Chanteuse
Kelly-Ann Evans, a live band and Etcetera Productions all add to this thrilling
circus experience for all ages.

Book by
Joe Dipietro

Proudly presented by the ACC in partnership with Wonderbolt Circus

ALL
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CIRCUS GLORIOUS!

The Fluvarium and
St. John's Arts and
Culture Centre present:

OCTOBER 30 | 7:00 PM

Box O�ﬁce: 729-3900 or go online: artsandculturecentre.com

The Fluvarium and
St. John's Arts and

TheCulture
Fluvarium
and
Centre
present:
St. John's Arts and
Culture Centre present:

The hits are all Elvis.
Nov. 10-13, 2016 St. John's Arts and Culture Centre

Tickets $30 Adults | $15 Children 12 and under

Box O�ﬁce: 729-3900 or go online: artsandculturecentre.com

All proceeds
support
environmental
education at the Fluvarium.
Box O�ﬁce:
729-3900
or go
online: artsandculturecentre.com
All Shook Up is presented through special arrangement with and all authorized performance materials are supplied by Theatrical Rights Worldwide,
1180 Avenue of the the Americans, 8th Floor, New York, NY 10036. (866) 378-9758 www.theatricalrights.com

All proceeds support environmental education at the Fluvarium.

through special arrangement with and all authorized performance materials are supplied by Theatrical Rights Worldwide,
NOVEMBER 10–13 | 8:00 PMAll Shook Up is presented
1180 Avenue of the the Americans, 8th Floor, New York, NY 10036. (866) 378-9758 www.theatricalrights.com

ALL SHOOK UP

Presented by the Fluvarium in partnership with the Arts & Culture Centre
In 24 hours in 1955, Natalie meets a stranger and together they bring the
magic of romance, the energy of dance and the power of rock & roll to a small
American town. All Shook Up! features the music of Elvis Presley and a
hilarious story created by Joe DiPietro.
Tickets $38 Adults | $32 Students & Seniors

All Shook Up is presented through special arrangement with and all authorized performance materials are supplied by Theatrical Rights Worldwide,
1180 Avenue of the the Americans, 8th Floor, New York, NY 10036. (866) 378-9758 www.theatricalrights.com

Tickets $30 All Seats

